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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores powder bed Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM) of
pure tungsten. Two ALM processes were investigated; Selective Laser Melt-
ing (SLM) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM). An optimal experimental de-
sign approach was adopted to investigate the effect of process parameters
on parts produced.

Analysis of the SLM process was carried out using a Response Surface
Methodology (RSM). The beam power in SLM significantly effected poros-
ity; a laser power of at least 400 Watts was required to produce near dense
parts (0.23% porosity). A valid response model could not be fitted to the
SLM experimental data. Cracks propagated throughout SLM components
as the porosity was reduced. This was attributed to stress imparted dur-
ing processing and an operating temperature below the Ductile to Brittle
Transition Temperature (DBTT).

An Arcam EBM system was modified in order to reduce the build vol-
ume, allowing small volume materials development. A RSM was adopted to
model the effects of EBM process parameters on defects within parts. Specif-
ically, hatch spacing, beam current, and beam speed were investigated and
shown to all have a significant effect on porosity and geometric accuracy.
Second order models were generated to fit the experiential data, represent-
ing the response well (R2 = 99% and R2 = 93%) a minimum porosity of
0.04% was achieved.

The properties of EBM tungsten were characterised; three point bend-
ing and Weibull analysis was used to determine characteristic strength (340

MPa). Hardness and modulus was measured via nanoidentation was found
to vary as a function of the position within samples. This was attributed to
residual stress imparted during processing. EBSD revealed a strong [111]
texture. This was attributed to the angle of thermal gradients in the melt
pool.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM) has undergone a rapid
development; a technology which was for many years reserved for prototyp-
ing applications can now be used to produce high quality engineering com-
ponents. ALM offers an array of advantages to engineers when compared
to other manufacturing routes such as unrivalled design freedom and lack
of product specific tooling. Much of the recent research efforts have been
focused on the development of new material specific process parameters,
there is however still a long list of common engineering materials for which
ALM processes have not been fully investigated. One such material is the
element tungsten.

Tungsten is the material of choice for a number of industrial applications
due to its unique combination of properties. These properties however also
result in many manufacturing challenges when considering well established
fabrication methods. ALM can therefore open the opportunity to create com-
plex optimised structures with relative ease. There has been to date limited
work carried out on the development of ALM processing of tungsten.

This study aims to asses the feasibility of ALM processing of tungsten via
Electron Beam Melting (EBM) and Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Statistical
experimental design is used to determine optimal process parameters whilst
minimising experimental effort. The occurrence of defects in the material
produced will be used as a measure.

This work was funded by Culham Centre for Fusion Energy (CCFE), the
UK’s national nuclear fusion research laboratory. Tungsten’s unique set of
properties mean it is of particular interest in magnetic confinement fusion.
Tungsten is the chosen plasma facing material for the next generation of
Tokamak reactor the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor or
ITER.
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1 L ITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 additive layer manufacturing

Broadly speaking Additive Manufacturing (AM) involves the joining of thin
layers of material to build up a three dimensional component. Many dif-
ferent terms are used when referring to AM processes. Additive Layer
Manufacturing (ALM) Rapid Prototyping (RP), Rapid Tooling (RT), Free-
form Fabrication (FFF), Solid Free-form Fabrication (SFF), and 3D Printing
are some of the commonly used terms. For simplicity ALM will be used
throughout this document.

1.1.1 Stereolithography and the birth of ALM

ALM was first introduced in 1986 via a patent granted to Chuck Hall la-
belled ’Apparatus for production of three-dimensional objects by stereolithog-
raphy’ [1]. This led to the first commercial machine, released by 3D systems
the following year. The process that this new machine used was called Stere-
olithography (SLA).

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the SLA process as depicted in the patent
granted to Chuck Hall. The SLA process consists of an ultraviolet laser
which selectively scans to initiate a curing reaction in a thin layer of polymer
resin atop a platform. The platform is then lowered allowing another layer
of the liquid resin to be deposited on top of the previous layer and the laser
curing process is repeated. Scanning of the laser on each layer is driven by
a Computer Aided Design (CAD) file which defines the area that will be
cured, this includes supports which fix any overhanging areas to the build
platform. After the process is completed supports are removed manually
and then the product is placed in an oven to solidify any areas that had not
fully cured.

This process has seen limited commercial application due to the fact that
exposure to sunlight causes further curing in applicable materials leading
to a deterioration in mechanical properties over time[2]. Thus the SLA pro-
cess has been reserved for prototyping applications only and as a result the
process is often associated with the term rapid prototyping (RP) [3].

1.1.2 ALM Processes and Hardware

Chuck Hall’s invention of SLA has since birthed a wide range of ALM pro-
cesses and hardware. ALM systems vary significantly between how layers
are deposited, how material is consolidated, and which materials are used.
Table 1.1 on page 7 has been assembled to provide an overview of ALM pro-
cesses, materials, and manufacturers currently available though this should
not be taken as a fully comprehensive list.
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6 literature review

Figure 1.1: Schematic Diagram of the SLA Process. Diagram taken from ’Appara-
tus for production of three-dimensional objects by Stereolithography’
Patent application [1]

1.1.3 The benefits and limitations of additive layer manufacturing

A layer based approach to manufacturing can allow for the creation of ex-
tremely complex geometries which would be difficult, or even impossible, to
produce using traditional methods (such as casting, moulding, machining,
and forming). This geometrical freedom has the potential to allow engineers
to focus on optimising a component for its intended application by remov-
ing many of the manufacturing considerations that would otherwise need
to be taken into account such as re-entrant features required for casting.

This design freedom offered by ALM is sometimes overstated as manu-
facturing considerations are still necessary; there are minimum limits on
feature size due to the resolution of the process. Additionally, component
orientation will affect the build time and dictate whether there are any over-
hanging surfaces that need to be supported. Another consideration which
should be made with ALM process is the surface finish of parts which can
be poor, this has implications for the mechanical properties in particular the
fatigue life [4].

An advantage of the ALM approach is the fact that no additional tooling
is required for new components. This tool-less approach results in shorter
lead times and reduced cost for new products [5].

ALM processes are low waste, the majority of the feedstock material can
be recycled, leading to cost savings, as well as environmental advantages.
There needs to be consideration to the disposal of feedstock materials, in
particular metal powders, must be removed with care to eliminate negative
environmental effects. Feedstock material can be expensive and users of
ALM systems are often constrained to purchasing material supplied by the
system manufacturer.
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Table 1.1: An overview of ALM processes and hardware (adapted from [6])

Type of Process Process Acronym Material Family Supplier

Photopolymerisation

Sterolithography SLA Plastic
3D Systems
formlabs
DWS Systems

Digital light
Processing

DLP Plastic
EnvisionTEC
B9Creations

Continuous Digital
Light Processing

CDLP Plastic
carbon3D
EnvisionTEC

Material Extrusion
Fused Deposition
Modeling

FDM
Plastic
Composite

Stratasys
Ultimaker
MakerBot

Material Jetting
Material Jetting MJ Plastics

Stratasys
3DSystems

NanoParticle Jetting NPJ Metal XJET
Drop On Demand DOD Wax Solidscape

Binder Jetting Binder Jetting BJ
Sand
Metal

ExOne
Desktop Metal
3D Systems
voxeljet

Powder Bed Fusion

Multi Jet Fusion MJF Plastic HP
Selective Laser
Sintering

SLS Plastic
EOS
3D Systems

Selective Laser
Melting

SLM
DMLS

Metal

EOS
3D Systems
Renishaw
SLM Solutions
Concept Laser
Aconity

Electron Beam
Melting

EBM Metal
Arcam
Freemelt

Direct Energy
Deposition

Laser Engineering
Net Shape

LENS Metal OPTOMEC

Electron Beam
Additive
Manufacturing

EBAM Metal Sciaky
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1.2 types of alm processes

ALM processes can be roughly categorised by the feedstock material as fol-
lows:

• Powder based

• Solid deposition

• Liquid based

This subsection will discuss these processes.

1.2.1 Powder Based Processes

As a result of the materials used in early ALM processes e.g. SLA, parts
manufactured had limited functional value. The development of ALM pro-
cesses in recent years has led to a number of systems which are capable of
processing functional materials. One of the most promising is powder bed
ALM.

Powder bed processes have been developed for a wide variety of poly-
mers, metals, and ceramics. The first powder bed process was initially
patented in 1979 but was not fully realised until the late 1980s [7]; this was
a polymer based process known as Selective Laser Sintering (SLS).

A schematic diagram of a generic powder bed ALM system is shown in
Figure 1.2[8]. Powder bed systems consist of a rake or wiper which collects
powdered material from a hopper and deposits a thin layer on a substrate.
A heat source (most commonly a laser) then selectively consolidates the
powder layer. Following selective melting of the powder the substrate will
lower (typically by between 20 and 100µm) and a new layer of powder is
deposited by the wiper. The steps of powder deposition, selective melting,
and the lowering of the substrate, are repeated until the desired part is
complete.

Since the development of the first powder bed process, the technology has
evolved from sintering of plastics, to sintering metals and eventually to fully
melting metals, known as Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Systems with an
electron beam as the power source have also been developed, this process is
known as Electron Beam Melting (EBM). SLM and EBM systems can fully
melt powder particles producing components with density in excess of 99%
and with mechanical properties comparable to bulk [9].

Selective Laser Melting

The SLM process can vary depending on the manufacturer of the appara-
tus used. Variations include differing inert atmospheres, the mechanism by
which powder is stored and deposited, and the type of laser used. The type
of laser used can have a significant effect on the process as the wavelength
will affect the energy which is absorbed by the powder feedstock material,
CO2, Nd:YAG fiber and Yb:YAG fiber lasers are typically used in SLM sys-
tems. In the early days of SLM development CO2 lasers were adapted from
SLS processes however now more commonly Yb:YAG lasers are used due to
the higher energy absorption of metallic powders at infrared wavelengths
[10].
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Figure 1.2: Generic Schematic Diagram of a powder bed Process. Adapted from
[8]

In recent years the range of available SLM systems and their capabilities
increased and a number of trends can be observed. Build volumes are be-
coming larger, lasers are becoming more powerful, higher preheat temper-
atures are achievable, and atmospheres with lower impurity levels present.
One example of the current capabilities of SLM systems are Aconity3D who
offer [11]:

• A large cylindrical build volume with 400mm diameter and 400mm
height

• Lasers which deliver powers of up to 1000W.

• A vacuum atmosphere down to a pressure of 1mBar

• Preheating temperatures of up to 1200oC

The larger build volumes available in the current generation of ALM sys-
tems allow for the production of large components, providing the potential
for the application of ALM to components that could not previously be
manufactured [12]. Additionally larger build volumes can add economies
of scale to batch production. Higher laser powers can enable faster build
speeds, processing of a wider range of materials and higher build quality
[13]. A higher quality atmosphere can reduce impurities in particular oxy-
gen and nitrogen in components, it can also act to reduce defects [14, 15, 16].
High preheating temperatures can, reduce residual stress, alter microstruc-
ture, improve strength and ductility, and enable processing of alloys which
are prone to cracking [17, 18]. High preheat temperatures can increase the
adsorption of impurities and can have a negative impact on mechanical
properties so increased preheat temperatures should be considered in tan-
dem with low impurity atmospheres[19].

Energy density, non dimensional numbers and laser interaction parameters

The majority of SLM systems operate using a hatching scan strategy. Hatch-
ing consists of a back and forth raster pattern. Variable laser parameters
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used during processing via hatching are beam velocity (v), hatch spacing
(h), layer thickness (l), and beam power (P). Where hatch spacing (also
known as hatch offset) is the distance between successive scan lines. These
parameters in combination with the absorptance of the powder (η) to laser
radiation define the applied energy density, the volumetric energy density
(Q) can be calculated using Equation 1.

Q = η
P

vhl
(1)

Some SLM systems such as those produced by Renishaw PLC use a mod-
ulated or ’pulsed’ laser. Systems with modulated lasers typically operate
with a square like wave or on/off laser profile. During the on phase the
laser emits a pulse at a given point on the powder bed, during the off phase
the scanning system moves along the hatch line to the next point. The time
for which the laser is on is referred to as the exposure time (te) and the
distance between points is known as the point distance (Pd). The time dur-
ing which the laser is off and moving between points will be defined as the
traverse time or tt and the beam velocity between these points vt.

It follows that in order to calculate the volumetric energy density for a
modulated laser system the effective beam velocity ve is calculated as

ve =
Pd

te + tt
(2)

where

tt =
Pd

vt
(3)

We must also account for the fact that the laser is off during the traversing
between points. The average effective laser power Pe can be calculated as

Pe = P
te

te + tt
(4)

Substituting into Equation 1 and rearranging it can be shown that for a
modulated laser system

Q = η
P.Pd
te.hl

(5)

The volumetric energy density applied during heating must be tailored
to each material based on its properties, specific heat capacity, latent heat,
and melting point. If insufficient energy is applied to the layer, molten par-
ticles will not sufficiently wet the surface of the preceding layer, a process
known as balling [20, 21]. If too much volumetric energy is applied the
keyhole effect may occur, where the beam penetrates deep into the part cre-
ating porous voids under cooling [22]. An additional consideration when
applying excess energy to the powder layer is vaporisation. Any vaporised
material will condense on the inner surfaces of the system, this is a particu-
lar concern if the condensation occurs on the glass window through which
the laser passes as it can absorb much of the radiation delivered by the laser
as the build continues.
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The SLM process and powder bed ALM processes in general are complex,
it is therefore difficult to reliably calculate the ideal parameters and energy
density directly from material properties [23].

Energy density calculations are not time dependent and therefore do not
account for the rate at which energy is applied to the powder bed, this is
crucial as the rate of heat input to the system is dependent on the rate of heat
loss. This is particularly important to consider when comparing continuous
laser systems to modulated systems as for a given set of parameters the rate
of energy input for a modulated system will be lower. This is due to the
travel time between points where the laser is off, this travel time reduces the
effective velocity and power input to the system.

Accurately defining and calibrating system parameters and their associ-
ated errors for each system is difficult. No standards currently exist for
the collaboration of ALM systems with each manufacturer carrying this out
to their own specifications. The ability for a user to measure the accuracy
of this calibration is limited as it would require full access to the systems
hardware and software as well as additional expertise and measurement
systems. These issues in particular mean that numerical models such as
energy density calculations can not be reliably used and they are typically
only implemented for relative comparisons.[24]

Much of the research into ALM is focussed on establishing optimised
process parameters for a vast range of materials via experimental methods.
Work has also been carried out on computational modelling of the process
through methods such as finite element analysis (FEA), however reliable
models do not yet exist for selection of parameters and such models would
be computationally expensive [21, 25, 26]. Key challenges in modelling pow-
der ALM processes include but are not limited to:

• The random nature of powder spreading over the build platform [27].

• The interaction of the laser with the layer [27].

• Differences in the process and hardware across the wide range of sys-
tems available.

• Changing or often complex part geometry which results in a variation
in thermal behaviour throughout the build [28].

As a result of these difficulties in producing accurate numerical models
for selective laser melting empirical and physically based process maps have
been developed in order to compare parameter data across ALM systems
[29]. Normalised processing diagrams developed by Thomas et al can be
used to visualise the difference in processing parameters between materials
and systems [29]. This method used dimensionless groups in order to nor-
malise parameters and is based on dimensionless groups developed by Ion
et al [30] which are commonly used for comparisons in laser bean welding.
Dimensionless groups for additive manufacturing are defined as follows in
Equations 6-10.

P∗ =
Aq

rbλ(tm − t0)
(6)

v∗ =
vrb
α

(7)
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l∗ = 2l

rB
(8)

Q∗ = q∗
v ∗ l∗

(9)

h∗ = h

rB
(10)

Where P∗, v∗, l∗, Q∗ and h∗ are the normalised laser power, velocity,
layer thickness, energy density and hatch spacing respectively. A plot com-
paring parameters across a range of alloys and AM systems as presented
by Thomas et al is included in Figure 1.3 [29]. This technique provides a
method for visualising parameter data across the literature and can help to
provide an insight into processing regions for alloys which can help with
early parameter selection and development minimising experimental effort.

Figure 1.3: Normalised processing map for AM of a range of alloy systems con-
structed using equations 6-10 and parameters gathered from literature
[29]

Mukherjee et al identified three important non dimensional numbers in
additive manufacturing, these are the Peclet number, the Maragoni num-
ber, and the Fourier number[31]. using these dimentionless numbers the
authours concluded that:

• High Peclet numbers in ALM indicate convective heat transfer is the
main mechanism for heat transfer in the molten pool[31].

• High Maragoni numbers in ALM indicates large velocities in the molten
pool which increases the size and aspect ratio of molten material,
which can help to reduce porosity. At very high Maragoni number
may lead to instability which can increase defects[31].
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• High Fourier numbers in ALM indicates a rapid cooling rate and high
ratio of temperature gradient to solidification rate[31].

Suder and Williams define three important laser interaction parameters
which unlike energy density calculations take into consideration the diam-
eter of the beam [32]. The interaction of a laser with a surface is given by
the interaction time, the size of the beam and the power density [32]. Suder
and williams define the power density qP as:

PA =
P

As
(11)

Where As is the area of the laser spot on the surface and P is the beam
power. The interaction time τi is given as:

τi =
d

v
(12)

Where d is the beam diameter and v is the beam velocity. The energy
delivered by the laser to a specific spot in the surface QSP in the case of a
square beam profile can be given as:

QSP = P.τi (13)

For small beam diameters the assumption of a square beam profile is
sufficient.

Suder and Williams conclude that the depth of penetration is controlled
by the specific point energy and the power density. The width of a weld is
controlled by interaction time[32].

Electron Beam Melting

EBM is a process developed by Arcam AB. EBM is in many ways the same
as SLM, however the difference in heat source leads to a number of notable
variations in the processes.

A key advantage of the EBM process is speed, the electron beam is con-
trolled by a series of magnetic lenses which can focus and deflect the beam
almost instantaneously. Laser systems on the other hand use a series of
mirrors which are controlled by small electric motors, the speed at which
the laser can move across the surface is therefore limited by the inertia of
this system. This is particularly important for complex parts such as lat-
tice structures where in laser systems time taken for the beam to traverse
between melt areas becomes a significant factor in total build time. In addi-
tion to the speed advantages of the electron beam deflection, EBM systems
can maintain larger melt pools than SLM systems and so use higher powers,
speeds, and hatch offsets which can further increase the speed of melting
[9]. The larger meltpools in EBM along with fast scan speeds, large powder
size distributions, and relatively thick layers (typically 70µm compared to
30µm in SLM) also produce a rougher surface [9] [33].

The range of powders available for manufacture via EBM are lower than
that available for laser processing due to considerations of electrical con-
ductivity; powders in EBM must be able to dissipate the charge applied by
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the beam. The vast majority of EBM research effort is focused on titanium
and its alloys in particular Ti6Al4V [34]. This is in part to the wide ranging
applications for this alloy notably within the biomedical [35] and aerospace
industries [36].

The local nature of melting during laser processing leads to high ther-
mal gradients and rapid solidification. Contraction of the melt pool during
solidification creates residual stresses in parts[37]. Stress in SLM parts of-
ten then needs to be removed through post process heat treatment however
this can lead to distortion and cracking of parts in process[38]. EBM takes
place at an elevated temperature and therefore can eliminate the need for
heat treatment through in process annealing and the reduction of thermal
gradients[39]. The high beam speed and power achievable with an electron
gun allows the beam to rapidly scan the build area heating the substrate and
each layer of powder to maintain an elevated build temperature. Authors
have reported the use of electrical resistance heaters in SLM systems to try
to reduce residual stresses [40] [17], however few commercial systems fea-
ture heating systems and these are often a modification made for research
purposes.

ARCAM EBM systems are aimed at industrial production and therefore
present some challenges for research and development. The greatest of these
challenges is as a result of the large scale of the build tanks which tend to
be increasing over time to meet the demands of the industrial setting. These
large build volumes allow for cost savings in industrial settings but result
in increased costs and practical difficulties for small scale R&D. Due to the
volume of powder required to run these systems which requires a large
initial raw material cost and specialised handling and processing equipment
which often isn’t justifiable for as yet unproven materials. A PhD Thesis by
Francisco Medina attempted to address this issue through the development
of an in house systems with a small build 120mm diameter build volume
[41].

Powder Direct Energy Deposition

Another notable category of powder based processes is direct energy deposi-
tion (DED) also known as ’blown powder’. A schematic of the DED process
is provided in Figure 1.4. In DED powder is propelled through a nozzle onto
the component surface where heat source simultaneously melts the powder.
This deposition is repeated layer by layer in order to fabricate components,
typically a laser is used as a heat source in a process known as ’Laser Engi-
neered Net Shaping ’(LENS) or ’Laser Metal Deposition’ (LMD)[42]. DED
systems use one of two different mechanisms to selectively deposit material;
either the deposition head remains stationary and the component moves or
vice versa. The benefits and drawbacks of each system will vary and should
be evaluated for each product on a case by case basis [8].

DED can produce fully dense parts and uses layer thickness’s as small as
0.1mm and up to several millimetres in thickness, allowing for high depo-
sition rates whilst also providing an accurate surface where necessary. A
key advantage of DED is that the process lends itself well to scaling when
compared to powder bed systems allowing for processing of large parts. In
addition DED allows a high degree of grain structure control. This process
also has the advantage over other powder bed systems in that dissimilar ma-
terials can be used at the same time with the addition of a second nozzle[43].
This technique can also be used to control alloy composition in process[44].
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The DED process lends itself well to the repairing of wear in functional parts
and this is its primary industrial use[45].

Figure 1.4: Generic Schematic Diagram of the DED Process. Adapted from [8]

1.2.2 Solid Deposition

Solid deposition techniques can be categorised as a DED process however
wire feed material is used and deposited with the use of a heat source typ-
ically a laser ’Wire Laser Metal Deposition’ (wLMD) or an electron beam
’Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing’ (EBAM). Wire feed systems are
suitable for high deposition rates and therefore normally accommodate large
build volumes. Solid deposition however has relatively poor dimensional
accuracy and parts will often need extensive post process machining. This
poor dimensionality accuracy means that the same level of component com-
plexity available in powder bed processes is not achievable. Solid deposi-
tion has been shown to produce strongly anisotropic mechanical properties,
producing significantly lower tensile strength in the build direction[46]. A
schematic diagram of a wire feed solid deposition system is included in 1.5

Despite the negatives, solid based processes have their place in commer-
cial production with the ability to create components with complex geome-
try when compared to conventional methods at high deposition rates and
with large build volumes.

The relative cost of solid based processes are low when compared to pow-
der based processes as a result of the differences in feedstock production[46].

1.2.3 Liquid Based Processes

Liquid based processes typically take one of two forms: photo polymer reac-
tions, such as stereolithography, or droplet deposition mechanisms, such as
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Figure 1.5: Generic Schematic Diagram of wire feed processes. Adapted from [8]

inkjets. Liquid based methods are capable of producing a good surface fin-
ish, however the materials available, and their resulting mechanical proper-
ties, are unsuitable for most applications. As a result, liquid based processes
are reserved mainly for prototyping, or applications where aesthetics are the
primary concern. Liquid based processes will not be explored further in this
review.

1.2.4 Defects in AM formation mechanisms

Components produced via powder bed ALM contain defects. Categories
identified from the reviewed literature can be summarised as follows:

• Porosity - Voids within the material.

• Balling - When melted powder does not wet the underlying surface
and solidifies into spheres, creating a rough surface.

• Residual stress - Stresses which remain in the material after process-
ing.

• Cracking - Fractures in the material as a result of stresses imparted
during processing.

• Warping - A change in geometry, typically as a result of thermal
stresses.

• De-lamination - Separation of successive layers due to incomplete
bonding.

• Swelling - Surface tension effects lead to expanding of the top surface.
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Process variables can influence the type, size, and frequency of these de-
fects.

Porosity should be minimised in parts which undergo stress bearing ap-
plications as porosity directly reduces the mechanical strength, fatigue life
and elongation to failure [47, 48]. In some applications porosity can be de-
sirable such as biomedical implants where it can enable bonding to bone
[49]. Sources of porosity in ALM components have been identified as pow-
der induced or process induced. Powder induced porosity stems from gas
bubbles within atomised powder, this gas remains trapped in material after
re-solidification [50].

Process induced porosity stems from the effects of processing itself. It can
be as a result of insufficient energy input, excessive energy input, compo-
nent geometry, powder morphology, insufficient overlap (between layers or
hatches), balling, swelling, key holing or surface tension effects [51, 52, 53,
28, 50] . Porosity which occurs due to insufficient melting of powder are
typicality referred to as Lack of fusion (LOF) defects. LOF typically occur
due to insufficient energy input or overlap [54, 51]. In severe cases lack of
fusion can lead to separation of layers known as de-lamination.

The effect of the fluid dynamics of molten material plays an important role
in consolidation of powder. At the length scales of the molten pool, surface
tension is the dominant force acting on it. Similarly coalescing and reshap-
ing of molten material happens on a much shorter time-scale and powder
begins to coalesce before it is fully molten [50]. Molten powder will coalesce
with the nearest material, the direction of which may not be downwards to-
wards the preceding layer. In this way defects can propagate over multiple
layers. As the dominant force is surface tension molten material will tend
to assume a spherical shape. Molten material may not sufficiently wet the
surface and can solidify into balls, this is known as balling [55]. Balling
can in turn lead to porosity, increase surface roughness and interfere with
powder deposition [56].

Powder bed ALM processes apply high energy over a small area to allow
for rapid melting and solidification. The result of this is high temperature
gradients and corresponding residual stresses which can accumulate over
a number of layers [57, 58]. This stress remains in the parts after process-
ing and heat treatment is often used to stress relieve parts [59]. Residual
stresses can sometimes build up to a point where crack propagation occurs
in parts during processing [51]. Similarly built up thermal stresses can lead
to parts deforming during processing, known as warping. The elevated
build temperatures in EBM and some SLM systems can help to reduce ther-
mal stresses and even stress relieve parts during processing, reducing the
occurrence of cracks and warping [60].

1.3 tungsten

1.3.1 Production from Ore

Tungsten has an average abundance of approximately one part per million
on earth. Mineral deposits consist of much higher concentrations of 0.1
to 2 percent. Tungsten exists naturally as two mineral groups Wolframite
((Fe,Mn)WO4) and Scheelite (CaWO4). The Wolframite group is further di-
vided based on the manganese and iron content. Ferberite is iron tungstate
which contains a manganese content up to 20 percent. Huebenerite is man-
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ganese tungstate that contains up to 20 percent iron content. Wolframite is
used to label those minerals that contain between 20 and 80 percent of both
iron and manganese tungstate [61].

Due to the low concentration of tungsten in mineral deposits, a large vol-
ume of gangue material must be separated from the ore. This processing
typically takes place close to mines and is carried out in two steps comminu-
tion and concentration.

Comminution acts to crush and grind material to reduce the particle size
such that particles can be sorted. Concentration acts to sort particles based
on their composition. A range of methods are used for this such as grav-
ity, flotation, magnetic, and electrostatic separation. Concentrates typically
reach a concentration of 65-75% for trade [61].

Figure 1.6: A general flow diagram for the hydrometallurgy of tungsten [62]

An overview of the modern hydrometallurgical process for tungsten is
provided in figure 1.6 [62]. Firstly digestion of the minerals is carried out
using sodium hydroxide or sodium carbonate. Contaminants are removed
from the resulting solution using precipitation methods to remove impuri-
ties such as silicon, arsenic, phosphorus, and molybdenum.

(Fe,Mn)WO4 + 2NaOH→ Na2WO4 + (Fe,Mn)(OH)2

CaWO4 +Na2CO3 → Na2WO4 +CaCO3
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Ion exchange is carried out to separate sodium. Modern techniques ex-
tract tungsten from an acidic solution by amines dissolved in an organic
solvent.

10(R3NH)
++5SO2−4 +2HW6O

5−
21 +10Na+ → 2(R3NH)5HW6O21+5Na2SO4

(R3NH)5HW6O21 + 14NH4OH→ 12(NH4)5HW6O21 + 5(R3NH)OH

2(NH4)5HW6O21 + 14NH4OH→ 12(NH4)2WO4 + 8H2O

The concentrated ammonium tungstate solution is crystallised via evapo-
ration to form ammonium paratungstate (ATP) crystals.

12(NH4)2WO4 → (NH4)10H2W12O424H2O+ 2H2O+ 14NH3

Decomposition of ATP occurs with increasing temperature to the range
of 400− 900oC to form tungsten trioxide (WO3) and tungsten blue oxide
(WO3−x) [62]

Hydrogen reduction of these tungsten oxides is then used to form tung-
sten powder. By adjusting the reduction parameters such as temperature
and humidity the powder characteristics such as grain size and distribution
can be controlled. Thus commercially available tungsten powders are pro-
duced in mean size ranges of 0.1-100µm [61]. Subsequent powder such as
plasma spheroidisation can be used to achieve a more desirable morphol-
ogy.

1.3.2 Physical Properties

Tungsten exists in three known crystal states (α, β, and γ). α-tungsten is
the only stable structure, β and γ-tungsten form α-tungsten when heated to
> 700oC. α-tungsten has a Body-Centered Cubic (BCC) structure. Tungsten
behaves close to isotropically with an anisotropy coefficient at 24oC of A =

1.010. The elastic properties at 20oC are given below [61].

Youngs modulus, E (GPa) 390-410

Shear modulus, G (GPa) 156-177

Bulk modulus, K (GPa) 305-310

Poisons Ratio, µ 0.280-0.30

At 20oC tungsten has a thermal expansion coefficient, α of 4.4x10−6K−1[61]
and thermal conductivity 175W.m−1.K−1 [63]. Tungsten’s melting point
lies at the highest of any element at 3422 ± 15oC [61]. Density also lies
amongst the highest at 19.25g/cm3 with a temperature of 25oC. Primary re-
crystallisation temperatures have been reported in the range of 900−1700oC
[64] [65] [66] [67]. At low temperatures tungsten’s behaviour is brittle. The
Ductile to Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) lies in the range 200 −
300oC and is heavily dependent on its mechanical, microstructure, and
chemical states [61]. As a BCC metal tungsten has a preferred solidifica-
tion orientation of [100] parallel to the long axis of columnar grains [68].
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Tungsten has the lowest vapour pressure of any element [69]. This prop-
erty along with its high melting point and ability to be drawn into fine wire
lead to its first commercial application as lamp filaments at the start of the
twentieth century [67]. Tungsten’s unique combination of properties lead to
it being the material of choice in a number of other applications. Its thermal
properties lead to its use in high temperature environments, such as high
temperature furnaces where it is used in heating elements and for shield-
ing [70]. High density brings about the use of tungsten as X-ray shielding,
gyroscope rotors, and as counter balance weights.

Tungsten has become the material of choice for plasma facing components
in nuclear fusion experiments such as the International Thermonuclear Ex-
perimental Reactor (ITER) due to good thermal conductivity, low splutter-
ing yield, and a short activation decay time [71]. The application of nuclear
fusion is discussed further in Section 1.4

1.3.3 Deformation Mechanisms

Deformation mechanisms in tungsten are slip, twinning and cleavage. Slip
occurs in the most densely packed [111] direction and in the {110} and {122}
planes. At elevated temperatures slip in the 111 plane also occurs. Slip is
the most dominant deformation mechanism in tungsten.

Twinning occurs only in high purity tungsten twins form on the {112}
planes in the [111] direction.

The usual cleavage plane is {110} but may also occur in {112}.

1.3.4 The origin of tungsten’s lack of ductility

There are two known causes for tungsten’s lack of ductility, a lack of close
packed planes and poor grain boundary cohesion [72]. Tungsten due to
its BCC structure is close packed along the <111> direction and its plastic
deformation is dependant on the mobility of the 1

2 < 111 > screw dislo-
cation [73]. These dislocations spread over three planes and have a very
high Peierls stress. This three-dimensional dislocation structure is difficult
to move through slip and is the main factor which limits the deformation
of tungsten. The second reason for tungsten’s lack of ductility is poor grain
boundary cohesion [72]. Inter granular fracture is the prominent failure
mode in tungsten, and it can be worsened by the presence of impurities
[74].

1.3.5 The effect of Impurities on the properties of tungsten

Interstitial atoms such as oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen potassium,
phosphorus, and nickel have low solubility in tungsten at room temperature
(< 0.1µg/g) [61]. At melting temperature however the solubility increases
to around 1000µg/g. This results in segregation of impurities to the grain
boundaries during cooling. Studies have demonstrated that the concentra-
tion of impurities at grain boundaries increase inter-granular fracture and
result in embrittlement [75] [74].

The analysis of impurities in tungsten and their distribution requires com-
plex sample preparation and analysis techniques such as auger spectroscopy
and secondary ion mass spectroscopy. This is one explanation for the lack
of a detailed understanding of the effects of impurities. In general, the re-
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ported mechanical properties of tungsten have changed in the past 50 years
as impurity levels have decreased. It is not possible to define absolute values
for mechanical properties as the type, concentration and location of impuri-
ties cannot be precisely defined [61].

1.3.6 Oxidation

Tungsten’s oxidation states range form 2− to 6+. Its most common oxida-
tion state is +6, the oxide which forms in oxygen or air is tungstic oxide
(WO3) [76]. The oxidation of tungsten is heavily dependent on temperature
and oxygen partial pressure. Oxidation of tungsten begins at room temper-
ature and the thickness of the oxide layer increases with temperature. The
rate of oxidation between room temperature and 200oC is slow but increases
rapidly above this [61]. Between 327oC and 750oC protective oxide films are
formed and the rate of oxidation is limited by diffusion. Above 750oC sub-
limation begins to occur, the sublimation rate is equal to the oxidation rate
above 1300oC and the surface remains free from oxides. Tungsten powder
reacts with oxygen like bulk where grain sizes are greater than one micron.
In high temperature applications processing of tungsten inert atmospheres
is required to prevent rapid oxidation [61].

As discussed previously, oxygen has a low solubility in tungsten at room
temperature and solubility increases with temperature. Oxides which are
adsorbed into a solid solution at temperature segregate to grain boundaries
during cooling causing embrittlement. JR Stephens systematically investi-
gated the effects of oxygen additions to tungsten in 1963. Stephens prepared
samples with oxygen content between 4 and 50ppm and subjected the sam-
ples to tensile and bend testing [77]. At 4ppm the DBTT was measured at
232oC (450oF). Increasing the oxygen content to 10ppm, 30ppm and 50ppm
increased the DBTT to 287oC, 448oC and 548oC respectively. Stephens also
found that at increased oxygen content the yield and tensile strength de-
creased. Yield strength reduced by around 50 percent and tensile strength
reduced by 30 percent over the range tested [77]. Small increases in oxygen
content lead to large increases in DBTT and therefore oxygen in tungsten
should be kept to a minimum. The exact concentration of oxygen should be
determined for each application based on the required mechanical proper-
ties required and the operating temperature.

1.3.7 Thermomechanical processing

Thermomechanical processing is considered necessary in order to produce
ductile tungsten and to reduce the DBTT. This phenomenon is in conflict
with the effect of deformation on most ductile materials which exhibit a
work hardening, where an increase in dislocation density leads to an in-
crease in strength and decrease in ductility.

The effect of deformation on tungsten’s mechanical properties was first
recorded systematically in 1963 [78]. In this study the DBTT was found
to decrease to 82oC at a rolling reduction of 73% and at temperature of
1150 to 1450oC. Subsequent studies have been carried out since this first
report, the results of these studies can be summarised as the DBTT decreases
as working temperature and grain size decreases [72] [79]. Additionally,
these effects of working the material are found to be some extent reduced if
subsequent annealing is carried out. For example, Reiser et al [80] showed
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that annealing rolled tungsten at 200oC for one hour increased the DBTT
from 375oC to 675oC.

Many of the studies into the ductalisation of tungsten via thermomechan-
ical processing have proposed mechanisms by which this process occurs.
These theories were summarised by Ren et al as follows [72]:

1. Thermomechanical processing increases density, removing porosity
which may act as locations of stress concentrations.

2. Thermomechanical processing results in a lamellar microstructure with
elongated grains. The high angle grain boundaries resulting from
this deformed microstructure facilitate the movement of dislocations
across grain boundaries.

3. Low temperature thermomechanical processing increases the fraction
of edge and mixed dislocations. These dislocations have higher mobil-
ity and improve the low temperature fracture toughness.

4. Thermomechanical processing increases the dislocation density decreas-
ing the energy necessary for dislocation migration.

5. Texture helps to control cleavage planes and the orientation of crack
front propagation.

6. Average grain size decreases as deformation ratio increases leading to
an increase in fracture toughness.

7. Thermomechanical processing increases the density of grain bound-
aries therefore reducing the average concentration of impurities at
grain boundaries.

It is not yet clear to what extent these factors influence the effects of ther-
momechanical working of tungsten and further experimental work needs to
be carried out in order to establish a causal link between these factors and
experimentally measured ductility [72].

1.3.8 Nanocrystalline tungsten

Mechanical properties of metal alloys have previously been improved through
the creation of nanocrystalline microstructures [81]. This approach has been
seen as promising as a method for improving tungsten’s ductility. Two ap-
proaches are considered for creating Nanocrystalline materials, top down
and bottom up. The top down approach refers to the creation of a nanocrys-
talline microstructure via techniques which involve severe plastic deforma-
tion [82]. This technique have been shown to increase compression strength
and decrease the DBTT. It is however difficult to scale up top down pro-
cesses and the geometric freedom is very limited, these processes therefore
are not likely to have commercial importance [82]. Bottom up approaches
involve sintering of nano sized powders with the inclusion of grain growth
inhibitor such as metal carbides or oxides. There are limited reports on the
mechanical properties of nanocrystalline tungsten manufacture using bot-
tom up processes and no data has as of yet suggested that grain refinement
alone can improve ductility [72].
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1.3.9 Production

Tungsten components are typically manufactured through the powder met-
allurgy route of compacting and sintering. In order to obtain dense ma-
terial subsequent cold forming (rolling, swaging, and forging) is required.
This processing results in an anisotropic microstructure and grains are often
highly elongated [83]. Mechanical properties can be highly dependent on
the microstructure; ductility, and strength have also been shown to increase
with rolling induced deformation [84] [85]. When compared to ductile met-
als, shaping tungsten is challenging and should be carried out between the
DBTT and the recrystallisation temperature. Tungsten can be machined,
(drilled, turned, milled, etc.) however this is difficult, requires expertise,
and close adherence to ideal conditions. Structures with greater complexity
can be formed by Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) [61] overcoming
some of these difficulties.

1.3.10 Tungsten Alloys

Alloying tungsten has been considered as a means of improving the chem-
ical, physical and mechanical properties. A huge number of alloys have
been investigated but relatively few have been recognised as technically im-
portant [61].

Much of the research effort has been focused on addressing the issues of
high DBTT and poor fabricability [61]. Tungsten’s brittle behaviour stems
from two factors, a lack of close packed planes and poor cohesion of grain
boundaries. As a result, alloying elements generally aim to perform either
one of the following; remove impurities or increase dislocation mobility [72].
Tungsten-rhenium alloys have been the most effective method for improving
ductility through the promotion of additional slip planes and have gained
much importance in this regard.

Another key area of alloy research is as a means to improve high tempera-
ture tensile and creep strength. Dispersion strengthening and precipitation
hardening have been the most effective ways of achieving this [61].

Tungsten-Rhenium alloys

In 1955 Geach and Hughes first demonstrated that additions of rhenium
could improve the workability of tungsten, their method involved cold rolling
the alloy and measuring the reduction before fracture. The tungsten-rhenium
alloy (35at.%) achieved an 11% reduction whilst the pure tungsten sample
failed at the beginning of the rolling process prior to any reduction [86].

Following this initial finding Klopp et al conducted a more complete set
of mechanical tests (three point bend, tensile, and creep) on arc melted and
electron beam melted alloys [87]. Klopp et al showed that additions of
rhenium as low as 1% could significantly decrease the DBTT, with greater
improvements shown near the solubility limit of 27 wt% [87]. These au-
thours also found that the creep strength was maximised with additions of
6-8% rhenium [88]. Subsequent studies have therefore focussed on rhenium
concentrations of 6-8% to achieve ductility whilst maximising strength. Ad-
ditions of around 27% were used to achieve maximise ductility. Another
effect of rhenium again first reported by Klopp et al is a grain refining ef-
fect and an increase in the recrystallization temperature [87]. Grain size
itself has been shown to significantly affect the DBTT of both tungsten and
tungsten-rhenium alloys [89]. These early studies were all performed with
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the use of thermal mechanical processing which is a factor that must be con-
sidered. More recent studies have performed similar tests with as sintered
W-Re and have shown a strong solid solution softening effect [90].

For the application of fusion, rhenium must be limited as its transmuta-
tion products result in long lived radioactive waste [91]. A tungsten first
wall is expected to trans-mutate to tungsten-rhenium at a rate of around
3at.% over a five year life of the first wall [91]. The thermal conductivity of
tungsten is significantly reduced by only small additions of rhenium [92],
an important consideration for such applications.

The main drawbacks of rhenium as a method for improving ductility are
its relative rarity and cost. The effects of increased strength and ductil-
ity with solid solution alloying is unexpected and found a number of BCC
alloys [92]. The cause of this effect has been attributed to scavenging of
impurities (in particular oxygen), improving grain boundary cohesion and
directly modifying the mechanical response [72]. Whilst these factors may
have an influence, the main effect appears to be as a result of solid solution
softening which increases the low temperature mobility of screw disloca-
tions [93, 72].

Other Solid solution alloys

Due to the beneficial effect rhenium additions have on tungsten there has
been significant research into other solid solution alloys. Molybdenum, nio-
bium, tantalum and vanadium are the only elements that are fully misci-
ble with tungsten [94]. Rhenium, titanium, technetium, iridium, hafnium,
rhodium and osmium show limited solubility.

Iridium, hafnium and rhodium have limited solubility in tungsten at 2-
4%. Additions of these elements have shown some promising effects on
tungsten such as Tungsten-iridium which has been shown to have similar
effects on tungsten as Rhenium [95]. However studies on these particular
elements along with technetium and osmium are somewhat limited as they
are rare elements and are not likely to offer cost advantages over Rhenium
[72].

Alloying with tantalum or vanadium has not been shown to have an ef-
fect on ductility [96]. Titanium has been shown to improve toughness and
strength although tungsten-titanium alloys still behave in a brittle manner
[97]. Recent research into tungsten-molybdenum alloys up to 30 wt.% did
not show improvements in terms of ductility [98].

In summary promising novel solid solution alloys for tungsten are lacking
and much of the research effort remains focused on tungsten-rhenium.

Dispersion strengthened alloys

Dispersed phases in tungsten are typically metal oxides, carbides, nitrides
and borides; usually prepared by compacting and sintering due to the lack
of stability of the dispersed phases at tungsten’s melting temperature [61].

oxide dispersed Thorium dioxide also known as thoria is an ideal
dispersoid as it is insoluble in tungsten and is stable at high temperature.
Additions of 0.5-4 wt.% significantly restrict grain coarsening during sinter-
ing, producing a fine grained microstructure [61]. Thoria particles locate
at grain boundaries thus impede grain boundary mobility [61]. Thoria in-
creases the recrystallisation temperature, strength and creep resistance of
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tungsten. It has also been shown that additions of rhenium and iridium can
improve ductility in thoriated tungsten.

The most common use for tungsten thoria is as electrodes in tungsten
inert gas (TIG) welding. This is in the most part due to the fact that tho-
ria lowered the electronic work function, enhancing thermionic emission,
therefore creating a more stable arc [61, 99].

Other oxide dispersed alloys of yttrium, lanthanum, zirconium, hafnium
and cerium behave similarly to thoria but provide different emission char-
acteristics depending on temperature [61].

carbide dispersed Alloys with dispersed carbides are produced by
heat treatment of super saturated solid solutions. Binary tungsten carbide
alloys show some strengthening effect in the temperature range 200 - 427oC
but have little effect at higher temperatures, this is due tungsten carbide
particles coarsening rapidly above those temperatures [76].

Of the elements in groups IV, V and VI hafnium carbide has the greatest
high temperature stability [76]. Alloying with HfC increases the DBTT by
around 100oC as rolled but decreases slightly as recrystallized. Strength im-
provements up to ninefold can be achieved with optimum hafnium carbide
composition of 0.35at.% . The strength properties of HfC and the ductility
of the W-Re system can be combined. W-Re-HfC cannot be produced via
powder metallurgy techniques due to hafnium’s high affinity to oxygen and
is typically produced via arc melting. W-Re-HfC have the highest strength
of any man made alloys at at temperatures greater than 2000K [61].

Other carbides have been investigated such as TaC NbC and ZrC and
have been found to be as effective as HfC. However above a temperature
of 1649oC they do not maintain the same strength properties as HfC alloys
due to the coarsening of the carbide precipitates at this temperature [76].

other dispersion strengthened alloys Boron can exist simul-
taneously as a substitutional and interstitial impurity in tungsten at low
concentrations. Small additions of boron can produce a rapid increase in
strength [100]. The strengthening effect of borides however such as HfB
and ZrB has been shown to be less effective than that of carbides [76]. The
addition of nitrides causes embrittlement, and typically results in cracking
during fabrication. The addition of HfN to W-Re alloys for example has
been shown to cause a loss of ductility with no strength benefit [76].

Tungsten Heavy alloys

The term heavy alloy is typically used to refer to alloys containing large
amounts of tungsten with an either nickel-copper or nickel iron matrix.

These alloys are typically designed to utilise the thermal properties of
tungsten and its high density. Often used for counterweights and inertial
components such as in gyroscopes or flywheels or as electrodes for resis-
tance welding [76].

1.3.11 ALM of Tungsten

There has been significant investigation into the SLM of tungsten powders.
Appendix B provides a tabulated summary of the process parameters ex-
tracted literature to date.
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SLM of tungsten powder was first reported by Zhang et al [101] in 2012

producing samples with a relative density of 82%. The following year it was
shown by Deprez et al that SLM could be used to manufacture collimators
from tungsten with sufficient geometric accuracy for use in magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) [102]. The authors did not report the parameters or
SLM system used to produce the collimator but did report a relative density
of 89.9% and dimensional accuracy ranged from −260 to +650µm. Zhou
et al reported an investigation into SLM tungsten using a Renishaw AM250

system fitted with a 200W laser. Zhou et al reported an achieved density
82.9% and attributed the low density to the balling effect [20] and oxide
contamination [55].

Nie et al have published two papers on the ALM of tungsten using a fem-
tosecond laser, capable of delivering a high peak power of up to 125MW
for relatively short pulse durations of 400fs [103] [104]. The authors demon-
strated that this novel technique could be used to control grain sizes in
samples.

Wang et al investigated SLM of tungsten using a Renishaw AM 400 sys-
tem, specifically the authors investigated the impact of the powder morphol-
ogy on densification. It was shown that plasma spheroidisation increases
powder packing density and laser absorptivity which in turn leads to in-
creased sample density [105]. A maximum relative density of 96% was
achieved. An article available by Sidambe reports the use of a Renishaw
SLM 125 system to manufacture tungsten at a optically measured relative
density of 98% [106].

Enneti et al reported the importance of laser power on densification for
SLM of tungsten using an EOSINT M280 system with laser power between
200 and 300 watts [107]. The authors also investigated the effect of two sep-
arate powders with differing size ranges and packing density, though the
pacing density was found to have a significant effect at 200W at 300W the
difference was found to be insignificant. Leading the authors to conclude
that low bulk density powder could be successfully used. In an investiga-
tion by Enneti et al using a Concept laser system with a maximum power of
90W, the resulting material density increased with volumetric energy den-
sity [108] achiving density in the range 59-75%.

Authors have also investigated SLM of tungsten based alloys. Ivekovic et
al investigated the manufacture of tungsten with tantalum mixed in various
ratios (1, 5 10 wt%) using two different SLM systems [109]. The addition of
tantalum was found to reduce the grain size, however cracks were observed
in all samples. The authors reported the use of a heated stage to preheat
the system to 400 degrees Celsius in order to reduce cracking however this
was not found to reduce the observed cracks and the authors concluded
that oxygen content should be minimised in order to prevent a decrease
in the DBTT. Gu et all investigated tungsten with the addition of 2.5 wt.%
titanium carbide observing unique microstructures and reporting a relative
density of 97.8% which was significantly affected by variations in energy
density [110]. Uhlmann et al investigated the effect of process parameters
on the manufacture of tungsten carbide cobalt using a design of experiments
methodology [111]. The authors found that the relative density of material
was greater at increased energy density however this lead to the evaporation
of cobalt which in turn causes embrittlement of the material and cracks
therefore easily spread.

Commercial ventures offering ALM tungsten have recently emerged. This
includes M & I Materials who under their brand name WOLFMET are of-
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fering high precision SLM tungsten components. A case study on their web
page discusses collimators which have been produced and tested with hole
sizes of 0.6mm in diameter [112]. M & I materials submitted a patent ap-
plication in 2016 titled ’Selective Laser Melting of Refractory Metal Powder’
which describes an ALM method to process refractory metal powders with
a melting point above 2400oC [113]. Prior to this in 2014 Smit RONTGEN
a Philips brand announced research into the development of SLM tungsten
using custom designed EOS M280 systems. Initial trials were reported to
produce a feature resolution down to 100µm with a maximum build vol-
ume of 230x230x200mm [114].

To date there have been no reported works on EBM of Tungsten

1.4 tungsten as a material in fusion

Global energy consumption is increasing year on year [115]. Recent predic-
tions suggest this trend will continue with a 30% increase in consumption
by the year 2040. This is the equivalent to adding another China and India
to current global demand [116].

Human demand for energy is currently fed to a large extent by non-
renewable sources such as fossil fuels [115]. Each year the U.S energy in-
formation administration releases projection for future energy generation
based on current trends. Figure 1.7 shows the current projection until 2050.
Renewable energy is projected to be the largest growing energy source meet-
ing the expected rise in demand increasing from 18% to 31%. Despite these
increases, in 2050 fossil fuels are expected to remain the dominant fuel
source accounting for 68% of electricity generation and over 75% of over-
all consumption with crude oil consumption continuing to increase year on
year. [117] [116].

Figure 1.7: Projected rise in global electricity generation by source. Source: U.S En-
ergy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2019 [117]

The release of CO2 into the environment as a result of the combustion of
fossil fuels is leading to irreversible climate change [118]. The increase over
the coming years will only exacerbate this problem with the global average
temperature expected to rise between 0.3 and 4.8 degrees Celsius in the
current century as a result of the greenhouse effect [119]. This temperature
rise is anticipated to cause polar ice melt, sea level rise and super storms
[120].
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A solution currently being investigated to reduce the impact of global en-
vironmental change is nuclear fusion. Fusion has the potential to deliver
almost limitless energy without directly producing greenhouse gasses and
long lived nuclear waste [121]. Nuclear fusion is the act binding two el-
ements, a process in which mass is not conserved and large amounts of
energy are released [122]. The ratio of fuel mass to energy produced is ex-
tremely high for fusion reactions, one kilogram of fusion fuel can provide
the same energy as 10 million kilograms of fossil fuels [123].

There are a large number of possible fusion reactions. The reaction be-
tween the hydrogen isotopes deuterium and tritium is favoured for harness-
ing fusion energy (Equation 14), this is due to relatively low temperatures
required and abundant deuterium fuel source [124]. The deuterium-tritium
reaction releases energy in the form of a high energy (14.1MeV) neutron and
(3.5MeV) helium particle. Temperatures of 150 million oC are required for
the initiation of the deuterium-tritium reaction [122].

Deuterium is stable and naturally abundant and can be extracted from
seawater by electrolysis. Tritium on the other hand is unstable with a half-
life of 12.32 years [124]. Tritium can be produced via neutron activation of
the isotope litium-6. This typically takes place in nuclear fission reactors but
will have to take place in the walls of fusion reactors in a process known as
breeding in order to maintain sufficient tritium inventory [124].

2
1D+ 3

1T →
4
2He+

1
0n (14)

The extremely high temperatures required to initiate the deuterium-tritium
reaction are considerably higher than the ionization of the reactants. The re-
action therefore must take place in the plasma state and in a vacuum. There
are two leading methods for confining this plasma in order to maintain a sta-
ble fusion reaction, magnetic confinement (MCF) and inertial confinement
(ICF). ICF heats and compresses a fuel target with the use of lasers, creating
shockwaves that travel inward through the target. MCF uses magnetic field
to contain a hot plasma in a toridal shaped reactor known as a TOKOMAK
and is considered the most viable source of reliable fusion energy [125]. The
majority of research effort particularly in Europe is dedicated to MCF.

1.4.1 MCF and the TOKOMAK

The limitations of MCF are that net power out cannot be achieved at this
time; the maximum achieved power out is 65% of the energy input, meaning
energy is lost. This maximum power was achieved by the Joint European
Torus (JET), located at CCFE [126] producing a peak power of 16MW in 1997

for an input heating power of 24MW [124] (Figure 1.8). In order to reach
higher net power output reactor sizes need to be increased and reactions
sustained for longer periods of time.

EUROfusion is a collaboration between a group of EU countries. They de-
fined a roadmap to achieve the realisation of fusion power by 2050. This is a
two step process; the first step being the development of a reactor which
demonstrates net power out, the second is to produce a demonstration
power plant. The former is currently being constructed and is called Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). The latter is known
as the demonstration power station (DEMO) [127].

ITER is a project involving China, the European Union, India, Japan, Ko-
rea, Russia and the United States. The aims of ITER are as follows:
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Figure 1.8: A photorealistic render of the TOKOMAK JET []

• Produce 500MW of fusion power from 50MW of heating input power
(Energy gain factor of 10).

• Demonstrate the integrated operation of fusion technologies including
heating, control, diagnostics and remote maintenance.

• Test tritium breeding with the aim of demonstrating tritium sustain-
ability.

• Demonstrate safety, by demonstrating control of the plasma and fu-
sion reactions and negligible environmental consequences

• Achieve a deuterium tritium plasma that is stable for long periods of
time through internal heating.

ITER will remain an experimental device and is not intended to generate
electricity. The experience gained in the operation of ITER will inform the
construction of DEMO which will include turbines for electicity production.
The main aim of DEMO is simply to act as a prototype of a power producing
reactor, opening the way for industrial and commercial exploitation [128].

ITER and DEMO are to be based on a TOKAMAK reactor design. A
TOKAMAK consist of a vacuum chamber which is in the shape of a torus.
A plasma is created and heated within the chamber using a series of heat-
ing steps including neutral beam injection, high frequency electromagnetic
waves and ohmic heating [129]. Plasma is contained within the chamber
using controlled toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields [122]. The charged
helium particles from the reaction are contained within the plasma. The
neutrons which account for 80% of the reaction energy are uncharged and
therefore exit the plasma and collide with the plasma facing components
(PFC) on the inside of the vessel. Heat generated from the atomic collisions
of these high energy neutrons is extracted from the PFCs using a high pres-
sure coolant [122]. In DEMO This extracted heat energy will then be used
to drive turbines for electricity generation [127].
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Plasma facing components

The PFCs consist of two components, the divertor and the blanket. The
blanket accounts for the majority of the PFCs covering the inside walls of a
TOKOMAK and has a number of functions as follows:

1. Breed tritium.

2. Extract heat.

3. Shield components such as the pressure vessel and magnets from neu-
tron irradiation.

4. Provides a low spluttering first wall.

The divertor is typically located at the bottom of a TOKOMAK and con-
sists of a number of segments known as cassettes. The divertor is the only
PFC that comes into contact with the plasma. The roles of the divertor are:

1. Remove impurities from the plasma during operation, allowing the
reaction to be maintained.

2. Recirculation of fuel

3. Neutron shielding

4. Cooling

5. Minimise production of impurities by limiting plasma wall interac-
tions to a small region.

An image of a divertor cassette is shown in Figure 1.9. The surface of
the targets during operation experience exceptionally high heat flux of be-
tween 5 and 20MW/m2. These high heat fluxes provide very demanding
conditions on the plasma facing targets, leading to high erosion rates, high
temperatures and thermal stresses.

The considerations that must be made when selecting suitable plasma
facing materials are as follows:

• Withstand steady state and transient thermal loading, thermal shock,
fatigue, recrystallization and melting. The PFCs are subject to steady
state loading of 5− 20MW/m2, transient heat loading can take place
up to 10MJ/m2 due to plasma disruptions [130] [131]. These transient
loads can lead to large temperature gradients and as a result high
thermal stresses [132].

• Withstand and operate under neutron induced damage such as irradi-
ation hardening and embrittlement for at least two years. It has previ-
ously been determined that a viable power plant will require upwards
of 75% utilisation [133]. Maintenance and replacement of the PFCs,
in particular the divertor is estimated to take up to six months and
therefore components must be able to withstand neutron irradiation
for at least 2 years [134]. Utilisation is a key factor for demonstrating
viability so a longer operationg period is preferable.

• Be non-hazardous after a period of 100 years due to transmutation
as a result of neutron bombardment [135]. This target has been set
such that fusion waste will not present a burden for future generations
[136].
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• Retain minimum tritium fuel. Tritium is absorbed by plasma facing
materials as a result of interaction with the ion plasma through im-
plantation and diffusion or migration. Retained tritium must be min-
imised in order to maintain inventory levels [137].

• Allow passing of high heat flux (high thermal conductivity).

• Be non magnetic

• Be producible and replaceable at a viable and reasonable cost.

• Be plasma compatible. The maximum impurity concentration in the
plasma must remain low, particularly for materials with high atomic
numbers [138].

These criteria make material selection challenging and no current mate-
rial meets all these criteria. Carbon fibre composites (CFC) have been imple-
mented in many TOKAMAKs to date as they meet many of these criteria
well [139], ITER was also initially intended to feature a CFC first wall [140].
Experimental studies in JET demonstrated that tritium retention was above
the acceptable limits, changing to an all metallic beryllium/tungsten first
wall reduced tritium retention by at least a factor of ten [141].

Tungsten has a low fuel retention, high thermal conductivity, creep re-
sistance, reasonable cost, and its activation products have a short half-life.
Consequently, ITER and DEMO are now expected to feature tungsten as
a plasma facing material. Tungsten is currently the most ideal material
for this application though it still has its shortcomings. Tungsten is brittle
even at elevated temperatures with a high DBTT. Parts of the tungsten PFCs
could operate in the brittle regime [142]. ITER designs consist of 54 divertor
cassettes. The plasma facing surfaces of the divertor is to be covered in a
grid of tungsten ’monoblocks’ as shown in Figure 1.9. The monoblocks are
actively cooled by high pressure coolant which runs through a copper inter-
layer. Their small size (Approximately:30x30x12mm) and spacing allows for
mismatched thermal expansion and insures that stresses are minimised[143].
The tungsten plasma facing surfaces are to be bonded to a copper inter layer
and CuCrZr alloy which acts as a heat sink.

1.5 summary and research aims

Tungsten is uniquely suited to some specific applications due to its incom-
parable properties. Specifically the application of PFC in magnetic confine-
ment fusion has been discussed where tungsten’s thermal, mechanical, acti-
vation and fuel retention properties mean it is currently considered as the
most viable choice. Challenges exist in manufacturing tungsten components,
particularly those with complex geometries. ALM is a novel manufacturing
technique which has the potential to enable the production of more com-
plex tungsten components. Specifically the powder bed processes of SLM
and EBM can be used to melt metallic powders in a layer by layer man-
ner to build components with a large amount of design freedom and high
geometric accuracy.

Investigations into ALM tungsten to date have focused exclusively on
SLM. The findings from this literature were outlined in Section 1.3.11 these
findings can be briefly summarised as follows:
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Figure 1.9: An rendering of the proposed divertor cassette design for ITER. (a)
A divertor cassette showing plasma targets. (b) Array of tungsten
monoblocks which cover the surface of the divertor. (c) A cross sec-
tion of the plasma facing first wall. ([144])

• Spheroidised powders with high packing density can produce higher
sample density. With certain process parameters this effect has been
found to be insignificant.

• Optically measured density of up to 98% can be achieved.

• High geometric accuracy can be achieved, with one online article claim-
ing a feature size as small as 100µm

The current literature on tungsten SLM does not fully examine the effects
of processing parameters on the material density. The data from the liter-
ature on SLM has been collated and tabulated in Appendix B. In order to
reveal any trends in this data some of the key variables have been plotted
in Figures 1.10 and 1.11 The maximum laser power used in the above men-
tioned publications has been plotted against the achieved density in Figure
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1.10. Regression analysis reveals a significant direct correlation between
laser power and density across the available literature. Four of the publi-
cations provide significant information to calculate energy density. Figure
1.11 plots the energy density against the maximum achieved sample den-
sity and the beam power at the maximum sample density, a strong inverse
relationship is found in both cases.

These observations suggest the following:

• Higher power lasers are required to achieve higher density.

• At lower laser powers a higher energy density is required to maximise
material density.

It appears that the rate of energy input is an important factor for produc-
ing high density ALM tungsten. Energy density itself appears to be a less
important factor and the optimum energy density decreases as the power
increases. None of the current literature has independently assessed the
effects of laser power and energy density on sample density and these ob-
servations can only be derived through analysis of the available data as a
whole.

Figure 1.10: The relationship between the maximum beam power and sample den-
sity for published data R2 = 0.79 p− value = 0.002

The gaps identified in the current literature are as follows. Firstly the
current literature has not systematically examined the effect of all ALM pro-
cess variables on powder consolidation. Though trends across these papers
suggest that there are significant correlations between sample density, beam
power and energy density.

Secondly EBM has not been investigated as a method for ALM of tung-
sten. This is likely due to practical difficulties discussed previously in re-
lation to the size of the build volumes in ARCAM EBM systems. Despite
these challenges the EBM could offer significant benefits. The EBM process:

• Utilises higher powers of up to 3KW, this is significantly higher than is
available in SLM currently which may help to produce higher material
density.
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Figure 1.11: Left: The relationship between Energy density and sample density for
published data R2 = 0.97 p− value = 0.013 at the maximum reported
density. Right: The relationship between Energy density and Beam
Power for published data at the maximum reported density R2 = 0.94
p− value = 0.028

• Takes place in a vacuum which may help prevent oxidation at high
temperatures and other impurities. Oxides and impurities which in
tungsten could segregate to and weaken grain boundaries, leading to
embrittlement.

• Operates with high build temperatures which could reduce thermal
stresses and reduce cracking

Thirdly there has been limited investigation into the mechanical proper-
ties of ALM tungsten.

The objective of this work will therefore be, to use statistical experimental
design to identify the effect of process parameters on tungsten ALM. In
order to produce crack free tungsten with a density greater than 98% via
ALM. Improving the quality of ALM tungsten is important if this material
is to be used for applications such as PFC’s. Experimentation will be carried
out on both SLM and EBM systems to establish the strengths and limitations
of each manufacturing method. The outline for the tasks in order to achieve
this are as follows:

• To establish the effect of process parameters on defect formation in
SLM of tungsten using statistical design of experiments (DOE). With
the aim of identifying an optimum processing region which minimises
defects.

• Establish the feasibility of EBM of tungsten.

• If EBM processing can be achieved, investigate the effects of process
parameters on defect formation. With the aim of identifying an opti-
mum processing region which minimises defects.

• Characterise key material properties of the ALM tungsten produced.
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2.1 tungsten powder

Tungsten powder was supplied by LPW Technology LTD (Cheshire UK) and
was used to carry out all experimental builds. The powder was processed us-
ing plasma spheroidisation as opposed to plasma atomisation. The powder
had a purity of 99.99% and oxygen content below 200ppm . During plasma
spheroidisation the raw angular powder passes through a gas plasma, the
plasma melts the particles allowing them to reform into spherical powder
particles [145]. Spherical particles allow for better flowability which can
be advantageous for AM processes [105]. Plasma atomisation is a similar
process that uses wire as a raw input material. The advantage of spheroidi-
sation for tungsten is that it allows the raw extracted powder to be directly
spheroidised without first producing a wire feedstock [145]. The particle
size distribution of the powder was measured via laser diffraction using
a Malvern Mastersizer 3000, d10, d50, and d90 were measured at 25.5µm,
32.8µm and 42.1µm respectively. Powder morphology was analysed using
a Philips XL30 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) shown in Figure 2.1a.
Particles were found in most cases to be spherical in shape. The hall flow
rate was measured as per ASTM B213-17 at 5.7s/50g [146]. Tap density was
measured in accordance with ASTM B212-17 at 14g/cm3 [147].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Powder morphology: (a) SEM micrograph (b) Powder size distribution
as measured by laser diffraction

2.2 cartesian coordinate system

Through this work a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system will
be used to define positions within the various systems used, and samples
produced. Axis lines X, Y, and Z are orientated as follows:

• Z - Parallel to the build direction.

35
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• X - Perpendicular to the build direction and parallel to the front of the
build chamber.

• y - Perpendicular to the build direction and parallel to the side of the
build chamber.

Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of the coordinate system as arranged for draw-
ings.

Figure 2.2: Cartesian Coordinate system

2.3 design of experiments

A design of experiments (DOE) approach was used in order to investigate
the effects of process variables on measured responses. The book ’Design
and analysis of experiments’ by Douglas Montgomary is recommended for
further details on DOE [148]. A response surface methodology (RSM) was
used to model responses [149].

There are a number of limitations of a DOE approach which must be
taken into consideration when using these methods. Firstly selection of
variables requires a knowledge and understanding of the process [148]. The
researcher must select a suitable range of each variable in order to observe
any effects. Too wide or narrow a range can lead to the appearance that
key factors do not affect the process. Additionally the range selected should
yield usable results, too wide of a range can lead to a process failing. In
reality it is often vary hard to select ideal levels of variables initially and
DOE becomes an iterative process [148].

Secondly the DOE process itself can contribute to human error. The core
concepts used in DOE such as randomisation and blocking can lead to mis-
takes when setting parameters for each experiment [148]. Planning should
be carried out in order to ensure these potential errors are eliminated. It
is suggested that before carrying out experiments trial runs should be con-
ducted in order to establish consistency in the experimental technique [148].
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2.4 renishaw slm 125 and am 400

2.4.1 System overview SLM 125

The Renishaw SLM 125, is as the name suggests used to manufacture com-
ponents using the SLM method of ALM within a square 125mm build area.
The Renishaw SLM 125 is identical to the earlier MTT SLM 125 system, the
rights to which were purchased by Renishaw PLC, after which the machine
was re branded. An image of a SLM 125 system is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Renishaw SLM 125 System

The SLM 125 uses a 200 Watt ytterbium fibre laser focused to a spot diam-
eter of 50µm. The process takes place in an atmosphere of argon which is
circulated and filtered during operation to remove contaminants produced.
Housed within the upper section of the chamber is the powder hopper, dos-
ing mechanism, wiper, and build platform. In the top of the chamber there
is a glass window through which the laser beam passes during operation.
The lower part of the build chamber houses the mechanism which moves
the build platform and an overflow hopper which is used to collect unpro-
cessed powder.

User control of the SLM 125 is via a touch screen located to the right hand
side of the chamber. The user interface allows control of the moving compo-
nents during set up, clean down, and during operation. The interface also
allows the user to monitor the progress of a build along with information
from sensors such as temperatures, pressures, and oxygen levels. A chiller
sits alongside the machine which maintains the temperature of the optics
system at 20◦C.
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2.4.2 System overview AM 400

A number of experimental builds were carried out using the Renishaw AM
400 system at Renishaw PLC (Stone, UK). The Renishaw AM 400 operates
using the same process as the SLM 125 system but the hardware has two
key differences. Firstly, the AM 400 uses a 400 Watt laser as opposed to
the 200 Watt laser of the SLM 125 system. Secondly the AM 400 houses a
250mm square build platform in comparison to the 125mm platform found
in the SLM 125.

Figure 2.4: Renishaw AM 400 System

Reduced Build Volume

Builds on the AM 400 were carried out using the reduced build volume
(RBV) shown in Figure 2.5. The RBV fits within the standard 250mm build
platform and contains a powder hopper, dosing mechanism, and overflow.
The RBV allows for processing of small volumes of powder and is particu-
larly useful for material specific parameter developments. It uses a square
substrate with sides of length 78mm and a radius at each corner of 15mm.

2.4.3 Process steps

Before running the system, the hopper is removed from the chamber and
filled with powder before reinsertion. A substrate and the rake are inserted
and levelled, such that they are parallel with a small gap, to allow the first
layer to be deposited. The recoater blade material of the raking system is
a 10mm diameter extruded silicone tube which is replaced between each
build. The process takes place in a vacuum chamber, upon starting the
build process air is removed from the chamber via a vacuum pump to a
pressure of 100 mbar, the chamber is then filled with argon until the oxygen
level in the chamber reaches a pre defined level; typically between 100ppm
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Figure 2.5: CAD Rendering of the RBV

and 1000ppm. The system does not utilise a heated build platform and the
substrate at the start of the process is at a room temperature of 18− 25oC.
During processing of tungsten the substrate temperature was measured at
60oC ±10oC.

Upon the build starting powder is deposited from the hopper at the rear
of the chamber in front of the rake, which then moves forward, depositing
a layer of powder atop the substrate. Any excess powder is deposited into
the overflow hopper at the front of the chamber. The deposited powder
is selectively melted, as determined by a CAD file. The substrate is then
lowered by the layer thickness and the steps are repeated until the desired
height is reached.

After completion of a build the chamber is opened and all powder brushed
into the overflow hopper. Powder collected in the overflow hopper is sieved
using a 53µm test sieve to remove any contaminants or large particles before
reuse.

2.4.4 Software

Build files were prepared using a combination of Rhino3D and MTT Auto-
Fab software. Rhino3D was used to generate a CAD file with the desired
geometry which could then be exported as an STL file to be processed in
AutoFab. AutoFab allows the addition of support structures to parts after
which the parts can be sliced to the desired layer thickness. The AutoFab
software also generates the laser paths for each layer as defined by a series
of melt parameters. The slice and laser path data were then exported as an
MTT file which was read by the SLM 125.

2.5 arcam s12 ebm process

2.5.1 Hardware Overview

Arcam supply a range of EBM machine models but all are based on the same
template. For this work an Arcam S12 system was used. Figure 2.6 shows
a schematic of the S12 build chamber and its key components for reference.
The components of the Arcam S12 are housed within a vacuum chamber
and beam column. Prior to operation, the vacuum chamber is evacuated to
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a pressure less than 5x10−4mbar, and the beam column to a pressure less
than 5x10−4mbar. The beam column houses the electron gun, magnetic
focusing, and deflection lenses.

The vacuum chamber contains two powder hoppers, one on either side.
A rake controlled by a motor, at the back of the chamber, moves between
the two hoppers collecting and depositing thin layers of powder. Powder
sensors either side of the build tank detect the amount of powder which is
deposited on each layer. This information is used to adjust the movement
of the rake to collect more or less powder as required. The build platform
moves up and down in the Z direction. After each completed layer the
platform is lowered by the layer thickness (typically 70µm), this movement
is controlled by a motor mounted below the chamber. Parts are built on
top of square stainless substrates, these plates are supplied by Arcam with
thickness 10mm and side lengths 150mm, 170mm, 190mm, and 210mm.

A heat shield sits between the build area and the powder hoppers. The
heat shield insulates from radiative heat transfer, directing reflected energy
back towards the top layer of the build. The heat shield consists of two
stainless steel sheets mounted to a pyramidal frame forming a small gap
between each sheet minimising conductive heat transfer.

A port hole and window located in the front of the build chamber allows
for visual monitoring of the process.

2.5.2 Electron gun

The electron beam used in the S12 operates upto 3kW at 60kV. The electron
beam is generated using a tungsten filament as a cathode which operates
at a temperature of 2200◦C. The filament is replaced approximately every
100 hours of use. A grid cup also known as a bias cup is used between
the anode and the cathode to control the beam current and the shape of the
beam.

Following acceleration of electrons through the anode the beam passes
through a series of electromagnetic lenses which correct astigmatism, focus
and deflect the beam. The electromagnetic coils are controlled by Arcam’s
EBM control software. The electron column is maintained at a temperature
below 60◦C via a chiller which passes coolant through coils placed over the
beam column.

2.5.3 Ancillaries

There are a number of ancillary components of the S12 system that aid its
function, These are an electronics cabinet, a chiller, and a helium supply.
The electronics cabinet sits alongside the vacuum chamber and houses all
the control systems for the beam, motors, powder sensors, thermocouples,
vacuum pumps, etc. This section of the S12 also provides a user interface in
the form of a PC with a touch screen. The PC uses a version of Windows
XP operating system and communicates with the machine via Arcam’s EBM
control software which is disused in more detail in Section A.5. The chiller
is used to maintain the beam column at a set temperature of 60◦C. Finally
helium is supplied from a gas bottle alongside the machine; the helium
flows into the chamber to reduce the accumulation of charge in the powder
bed during operation. Additionally it also acts to reduce the cooling time
following a build.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of ARCAM S12 EBM System. Image from arcam.com

2.5.4 Small Build Tank

An in house build tank was developed in order to minimise the required
volume of powder. Details of this system are provided in Appendix J.

Tungsten

For the volume of powder that was being processed it was feasible to use
manual methods to recycle powder. Powder inside the chamber was col-
lected into a container using a scoop and brush. Sintered powder was re-
moved from parts using a bush. Collected powder was sieved using a 53

µm test sieve before reuse.

Powder Changeover

The following precautions were taken to minimise the cross contamination
of powders when switching to processing a different powder types. Every
component was removed from the chamber and fully disassembled. All
parts were cleaned fully with Isopropyl alcohol and paper cloth. Any con-
sumable components for example rake blades or rope seals were replaced
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with new parts before reassembly. Along with cleaning the components, all
tools and personal protective equipment (PPE) were cleaned thoroughly. To
minimise the risk of contamination when switching powder, this procedure
was only carried out once during the course of this work.

Handling equipment

Loaded hoppers and barrels required handling equipment to safely lift and
manoeuvre. To move the hoppers a specialised lifting equipment was used.
Powder barrels were placed on caster wheels to allow them to be moved
easily. To transfer powder between barrels and hoppers a large metallic
scoop was used.

2.5.5 S12 Set up procedure

In brief set up procedure for the S12 is as follows:

1. Replace any consumable parts as necessary for example heat shield
panels, rake teeth, filaments etc.

2. Load hoppers with powder.

3. Lower build platform and deposit a thick layer of powder on top of
the build platform; a layer approximate 30mm in thickness was used
for all builds in this work.

4. Mark start plate with a cross at the centre.

5. Place start plate on top of the powder layer with a grounding plate
and thermocouple sandwiched between the plate and powder. The
plate should be as close to centred in the build platform as possible,
minor deviations from the centre are corrected by the software.

6. Open hoppers.

7. Level the plate such that it is parallel to the rake with only a small
gap.

8. Clear any powder from the top of the plate and lower to account for
thermal expansion (typicaly 0.5 mm).

9. Insert heat shield.

10. Close chamber and start vacuum pumps

11. Once the pressures in the chamber and beam column are below 5x10−4

and 5x10−6 mbar respectively turn on the high voltage supply for the
beam.

12. Align the beam centre in EBM control with the centre of the plate.

2.6 ebm processing steps

Following the set up procedure a build can be carried out. The EBM process
can be summarised as follows:
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1. The start plate is heated using a given beam current until a pre de-
termined temperature is reached (1000oC for tungsten ), as measured
using a thermocouple located underneath the substrate.

2. The rake then deposits a small layer of powder.

3. The entire bed of powder is then preheated.

4. Finally the beam selectively melts a given area of the powder bed as
dictated by the inputted CAD file.

5. Build platform drops.

6. Steps 2 to 5 are repeated until the build is complete.

The EBM process consists of four main steps, plate heating, powder depo-
sition, preheat, and melt. These four steps will be discussed here in detail.

2.6.1 Plate Heating

Before any powder is deposited the start plate is heated to a set temperature
which will be maintained throughout the build. The start plate is heated
by the electron beam which rapidly scans the plate at a given speed and
current. To evenly heat the plate a hatch pattern with line order is used. A
line order strategy as illustrated in Figure 2.7, allows processing of hatch
lines non sequentially. The plate is heated using this hatch strategy for a
given number of repetitions after which heating continues with the pattern
rotated by 90 degrees. When the start plate reaches a temperature of 350◦C
the current is reduced for fifteen minutes to slow the heating rate, allowing
time for any gasses or moisture that have been released to be removed. The
whole start plate heating process, including outgassing, takes approximately
45 minutes.

Figure 2.7: Line order example
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2.6.2 Powder deposition

The powder deposition step involves the lowering of the build platform by
the layer thickness and the depositing of a thin layer of powder. At the
outflow of the hoppers a small pile of powder forms into which the rake
passes forcing a small amount of powder to flow over the top of the rake.
The powder in front of the rake is then passed across the build platform
depositing a thin layer of powder. Powder sensors are used to determine the
amount of powder moved by the rake. This information is used to adjust
subsequent fetching of powder to ensure enough powder is deposited whilst
keeping powder use as efficient as possible. To ensure that an even layer of
powder is deposited onto the plate the rake typically makes 3 passes

2.6.3 Preheat

The preheating step is an important part of the EBM process. Preheating
sinters all the powder on the build area. Sintering of powder is essential
as it prevents ’smokes’ during the melt step, where the high energy input
would rapidly charge powder particles causing them to repel.

The Arcam S12 has a two stage preheat these are referred to as Preheat
1 and Preheat 2. Preheat 1 lightly sinters the powder using a low current.
The light sinter provided by Preheat 1 allows the higher energy density to be
applied during Preheat 2. Preheat 2 creates a final hard sinter strongly bond-
ing together powder to allow for melting. The Preheat strategy is similar to
plate heating using a hatch pattern with line order to give even heating of
the layer. Arcam’s Auto Calculation can be used during preheating. Auto
Calculation aims to balance the total heat input of preheating and melting
such that the temperature of the build says constant.

2.6.4 Melt

As in most SLM processes the melt step in EBM consists of contouring and
hatching. Hatching is used as a fast method of processing the bulk of a
part, whilst contouring melts the part’s surface. Contouring uses low beam
velocity and current, in order to create small and stable melt pools, which in
turn provides the best surface finish. The low velocity required during con-
touring can result in long build times, however the Arcam EBM system’s
multibeam technology takes advantage of the rapid deflection of the elec-
tron beam in order to maintain several melt pools at once. Images of the
process during hatching and contouring steps are shown in Figure 2.8

The contouring step uses a constant speed and current throughout the
process the hatching step on the other hand varies these parameters based
on the geometry of the part and its thermal history. The current and speed
during the melt step are determined through the use of four functions (dis-
cussed in Appendix A), these functions help to reduce accumulation of heat
in certain areas of the part and allow for maintaining a stable build temper-
ature.
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Figure 2.8: Shown Left: Photograph during the contouring melt step. Right: An
image taken during the catching melt step.

2.7 health & saftey

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is an important consideration when
dealing with powdered materials as they can present risks that are not
present in bulk form. There is a risk with all powdered materials of in-
halation which can lead to a build up of material in the lungs, causing
symptoms of asthma or breathing difficulties. To protect from inhalation a
Sundstrom SR100 protective mask was worn whenever in close proximity to
powder. Titanium powders present the additional risk of explosion under
the right conditions. This risk is mitigated by the large particle size powder
(45-105 µm) supplied by ARCAM. Tungsten has the potential to cause a re-
action when in contact with skin and can cause damage to organs through
repeated exposure, to prevent contact with skin, latex gloves and lab coats
were worn whenever handling this powder. Lab coats and gloves were also
used when handling Ti6AL4V powder, this material is biocompatible and
thus presents a lower risk. The PPE used provides the additional benefit of
protecting the powder from contaminants, such as skin particles and fibres
from clothing.

An important consideration for EBM of tungsten is X-ray radiation. Due
to its high atomic number tungsten has a high output of X-rays under elec-
tron beam radiation, as such it is often used as a target in X-ray generation
[150]. In EBM this high X-ray output presents a safety risk, ARCAM EBM
systems have X-ray shielding but this is qualified using materials which
produce lower x-ray outputs such as titanium alloys. Additional precau-
tions must be taken for tungsten to ensure a safe environment. During EBM
of tungsten X-ray hotspots around the system were identified using a scintil-
lator probe. A dosemeter was then used to measure and quantify the dose
at each hotspot to ensure the dose remained below the legal limit of 6mSv
per year [151] .

2.8 characterisation

2.8.1 Sample Micropreparation

Samples were prepared for optical microscopy, electron microscopy, and
nano indentation using the following technique. First, where necessary
samples were sectioned using electric discharge machining (EDM). After
sectioning samples were mounted in a conductive bakelite compound using
a Bueler Simplimet 1000 at a pressure of 290bar at 100oC for 4 minutes. The
sample surface was prepared via planar grinding on a Struers Tegramin-20
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preperation system using silicon carbide paper of grit sizes ranging from
p200 to p2500. Following grinding the surface of samples was polished us-
ing a 3µm diamond suspension for 20 minutes. A final polishing step was
carried out using colloidal silica for 30 minutes.

2.8.2 Optical Microscopy

Optical images and measurements were taken using CLEMEX microscopy
hardware and software. The CLEMEX system consists of a motorised stage
which is controlled by the accompanying software. This combination of
hardware and software allows for the use of features such as autofocus,
image stitching, and high volume analysis.

Defect Measurement

Samples were imaged using a CLEMEX microscope and accompanying soft-
ware. Images were taken of each sample in a grid pattern at a 100 times
magnification with a 20% overlap between images. All samples were im-
aged in the same session under consistent lighting. The grids of images
were stitched using the software packages ImageJ and Matlab.

An ImageJ script and accompanying Matlab code were written to analyse
the stiched images in order to measure cracks and porosity. In summary,
the function of the script was as follows:

1. Measure melted area of sample via thresholding

2. Measure size and shape of defects via thresholding

3. Distinguish between types of defect

4. Output percentage area of porosity and cracks

Defects were approximated to ellipses and measured as such. In order to
distinguish between porosity and cracks it was assumed that a crack had
an aspect ratio below 0.1, all other defects were measured as porosity. This
image processing method is outlined visually in Figure 2.9. The ImageJ
script and Matlab code used for image analysis can be found in full in
Appendix D

2.8.3 Electron Microscopy and Backscatter Diffraction

Electron microscopy was carried out using an FEI Inspect F50 fitted with
an Oxford Instruments EBSD detector. Observations were typically carried
out using a 20kV acceleration voltage, 5mm spot size, and 14mm working
distance.

Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) patterns were acquired and in-
dexed using an Oxford Instruments EBSD Detector along with Channel 5

HKL acquisition software. Indexing, mapping and generation of pole fig-
ures was carried out using Channel 5 HKL post processing software.

2.8.4 Nano Indentation

Nanoindentation measurement techniques measure the relationship between
indentation load, P, and depth, h, during loading and unloading of an in-
denter. This is in comparison to conventional indentation techniques which
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(a) Original sample image (b) Measure sample area

(c) Threshold defects (d) Measure cracks

(e) Measure porosity

Figure 2.9: Optical image processing method
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optically measure the size of the indent in order to measure hardness. As a
result of this load displacement measurement Nanoindentation can evaluate
other material properties such as Young’s modulus and yield stress. From
the p-h curve indentation hardness H can be calculated as follows [152]:

H =
pmax

AC
(15)

Where pmax is the maximum applied force. Ac is the contact area which
is a geometrical function of depth hc. For an ideal Berkovich tip Ac =

24.5h2c [152].
Nano Indentation was carried out using a Hysitron TI-Premier platform.

Test samples were cleaned thoroughly with isopropanol and compressed air
before loading into the system along with fused quartz and polycarbonate
calibration samples. Following loading of the samples the system was left
for 20 minutes to stabilise and allow for the samples to thermalise.

Prior to testing, calibration was carried out on the X and Y positions of
the stage and optics via indenting into the polycarbonate sample. Following
the stage calibration the Berkovich tip area function (TAF) was calibrated
through indentation of the fused quartz sample. Indentation was performed
on the sample in a grid of three by three indents giving a total of nine
data sets. The measured indenter response for the calibration indents was
compared to the expected values through the systems inbuilt software at a
range of loads. The indentation load function used for the TAF calculation
is shown in Figure 2.10.

The Load functions used for the indentation of samples is shown in Figure
2.11, in order to obtain hardness and modulus values. The method outlined
by Oliver and Pharr was used to calculate hardness and modulus values
[152]. For each indent an air indent calibration was performed to correct for
any drift in the transducer.

Figure 2.10: Tip area load function used for fused quartz calibration

Measurement of residual stress

As early as 1932 it was demonstrated that the stress state of a material has
an influence on indentation hardness measurements [153]. Sines and Carl-
son [154] later showed that if an applied stress is tensile then the material
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Figure 2.11: Load function used to determine hardness and modulus values

will appear softer and if a residual stress is compressive then the material
will appear harder. A result from their work is shown in Figure 2.12. Sev-
eral methods of measuring residual stress through indentation have been
proposed since. The most common of these is the indentation cracking tech-
nique for brittle ceramics and glasses [155].

Following this Tsui et al showed that elastic modulus measurements via
Nanoindentation were also stress dependent [156]. Figure 2.13 from this
work shows the variation in contact area via the Oliver and Pharr method
compared to opticaly measured contact areas demonstrating that nanoin-
dentation contact area estimations are not independent of stress. Bolshakov
et al confirmed that the Oliver Pharr method is dependent on applied stress
[157]. In these studies Bolshakov et al and Tsui et al did not provide a full
methodology for determining residual stress [157] [156]. A range of models
have since emerged for the estimation of residual stress using nano inden-
tation, a review by Jang et al is recommended for a full review of these
techniques [153].

One of the main limitations of these residual stress estimation methods is
that they require a stress free reference with identical microstructure which
can be difficult to obtain. For this study these models for estimating residual
stress and a stress free sample will not be used, the relative differences in
hardness and modulus across samples will be presented. This can be used
to demonstrate a variation in stress state as demonstrated by Bolshakov et
al and Tsui but can not quantify the extent of this stress [157][156].

2.8.5 Ultrasonic Testing

Acoustic transverse and longitudinal wave velocities can be used to deter-
mine the Shear and Elastic modulus of solid materials using Equations 16

and 17 [158] [159]. Where ct is the transverse wave velocity and cl is the
longitudinal velocity.

Shear Modulus

G = ρc2t (16)
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Figure 2.12: The Change in Rockwell B hardness produced by uniaxial stresses in
a high carbon steel bar, [153][154]

Young’s Modulus

E = 4ρc2t

(
3
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1− (ctcl )
2

)
(17)

Poisson’s Ratio

µ =

1
2 − (ctcl )

2

1− (ctcl )
2

(18)

Ultrasonic testing was carried out using Olympus Epoch 600 with longi-
tudinal and transverse wave transducers. A background measurement was
taken with each of the transducers before placing transducers on the sam-
ple. The Epoch 600 along with the transducers was then used to pass a
pulse through a sample and measure the time period for the pulse to re-
turn after reflecting of the opposite surface. The thickness of each tested
sample was measured using a set of digital vernier callipers to an accu-
racy of +/-0.01mm and averaged over three measurements. The measured
sample thickness and time period were then used to calculate the wave ve-
locities using Equation 19. Samples tested were cuboids which measured
10mmx10mmx5mm with sides cut parallel via EDM. The transducer was
placed on the face perpendicular to the 5mm edge.

v =
d

t
(19)
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Figure 2.13: Load function used to determine hardness and modulus values

2.8.6 Thermal Characterisation

Tungsten’s thermal properties are exploited in many applications and there-
fore an understanding of them is important. In magnetic confinement fusion
PFCs are subjected to high thermal loads during operation and one of the
key functions of the PFCs is heat transfer. The operating temperature of the
tungsten first wall and divertor in DEMO is predicted to be between 500
and 900oC [160]. It is therefore important to understand the thermal prop-
erties within this range such that it can be qualified for use [143]. Laser flash
analysis was used to measure thermal conductivity and thermal mechanical
analysis was used to measure the thermal expansion coefficient.

Laser Flash Analysis

Thermal diffusivity was measured using an Anter Flashline 3000 in accor-
dance with ASTM E1461-13 [161]. The Laser Flash method first described
by Parker et al. [162] consists of a cylindrical test specimen which is sub-
jected on one side to a high intensity laser pulse of short duration. The
pulse is absorbed by the front surface of the sample and the corresponding
temperature rise on the rear face is measured. The time between the laser
pulse and the measured temperature rise along with the sample thickness
can be used to calculate the thermal diffusivity. Measurements take place
in a heated chamber and can therefore diffusivity can be measured over
a range of temperatures; the Anter Flashine system is capable of carrying
out measurements between ambient temperature and 1000◦C. For measure-
ments over a range of temperatures a heating rate of 5◦C/minute was used.
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Thermal diffusivity (α) along with specific heat (Cp) and density (ρ) can be
used to calculate thermal conductivity (λ) according to Equation 20.

λ = aCpρ (20)

Specimens for Laser Flash Analysis (LFA) were 12.5 mm in diameter; the
thickness of specimens was calculated such that half the maximum temper-
ature on the rear face occurs between 10 and 1000 ms after the pulse. Equa-
tion 21 can be used to calculate the specimen thickness (L) for a given value
of thermal diffusivity and the time for the temperature to reach half of the
maximum (t1/2). Given a thermal diffusivity for Tungsten of 6.895e−5m2/s,
minimum and maximum sample thickness’s were calculated at 2.23 and
22.3mm respectively; thus a thickness of 5mm was selected.

a = 0.13879
L2

t1/2
(21)

Specimens were prepared via EDM to ensure that surfaces were flat and
parallel within 0.5% of the thickness, reducing the error in thermal diffusiv-
ity measurement to 1% [161]. A graphite spray coating was used on samples
to improve the absorption of the laser pulse.

Thermal Mechanical Analysis

The Coefficient of Thermal expansion was measured using a PerkinElmer
TMA 4000 thermomechanical analyzer (TMA) in accordance with ASTM
E831-14 [163]. TMA measures the expansion of materials via a quartz probe
when subjected to a constant heating rate. A heating rate of 5◦C/minute
was selected, the quartz probe applied a constant force of 100mN on the
sample throughout the measurements. Samples were cylindrical with diam-
eter and height of 5mm. The TMA was used to collect values for the sample
height z and temperature T for temperatures ranging from atmospheric to
600◦C which can then be used to calculate mean linear thermal expansion.
The least squares regression method was used to produce a linear fit of the
data collected; the rate of length change with temperature for the linear fit
(dLdT ) can be used to calculate the linear coefficient of thermal expansion (a)
via Equation 22.

a =
1

z

dz

dT
(22)

2.9 3-point bend testing

2.9.1 Test Procedure

Three point bend tests were carried out in to measure the mechanical strength
of produced material, this test method was selected due to the small sam-
ple size required and suitability to brittle materials. Three point bend tests
were carried out in accordance with BS EN 843-1[164]. This standard is for
ceramics but was chosen as the most suitable due to the current lack of a
standard for brittle metallics. Tests were conducted using an Instron 4505

Universal mechanical testing machine equipped with a 10kN load cell with
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recent UKAS accredited force calibration. The tests were carried out at the
National Physical Laboratory (NPL). A semi-articulating flexural strength
test rig was fitted to the load cell. Rollers were freely rotating to minimise
the effects of frictional forces. Figure L.1 outlines the degrees of freedom
of the test rig. The distance between supporting rollers was 20mm and the
loading roller was centred between the supports. The samples were loaded
at a rate of 0.5mm/s until failure. All tests were performed at 20(+/− 1)oC.
Further information on three-point bend tests are included in Appendix L





3 SELECTIVE LASER MELT ING
OF TUNGSTEN

3.1 introduction

A review of the literature in Chapter 1 identified only a small body of pre-
vious work carried out on SLM of tungsten. The work that has been com-
pleted previously measured high porosity in samples, but did not involve
a full and systematic exploration of process parameters in order to identify
optimal conditions.

This chapter will therefore aim to use optimal experimental design to
identify the effect of the process variables on the occurrence of defects. By
understanding the factors which cause defects we hope to be able to re-
duce them. The chapter is split into two sections covering each of the two
SLM systems investigated, the SLM125 and the AM400. As discussed in
the previous chapter these systems are in many ways identical with the key
differences being build area and laser power.

A response surface methodology was adopted in order to model the re-
sponse. A significance level of p− value = 0.05 was selected for both sets of
experiments to allow for any variation due to uncontrollable factors between
and within builds.

3.2 the effect of renishaw slm125 pro-
cess parameters on defects

3.2.1 Experimental design

An experiment was conducted into the effect of build parameters on the
occurrence of defects within samples produced on the SLM125 system. A
response surface experimental design was selected investigating four sys-
tem parameters over three levels. Hatch spacing (h), layer thickness (l),
point distance (Pd) and exposure time (te) were varied over the levels listed
in Table 3.1. The effect of remelting each layer with the same parameters
was also investigated. A summary of the parameters investigated and their
corresponding levels are summarised in Figure 3.1. A total of six repeats
were carried out at the centre point. Sample geometry was selected as 5mm
cubes with square pin supports with dimensions 1x1x2mm (Figure 3.1). The
centre point for the experimental design was based on the values reported
by Zhou et al [55].

3.2.2 Build Layout

The build layout is shown in Figure 3.2. Samples were arranged in an
offset grid pattern to ensure they were not up or downstream of one an-
other with respect to the wiper and recirculation system. A total of four
builds were conducted, two at a 30µm layer thickness and one at both 20µm
and 40µm layer thickness. Samples positions were randomised within each

55
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build. These trials were carried out with power set to the maximum value
on the SLM125 system at 200W.

Figure 3.1: Sample geometry built on the SLM125 system. Dimensions given in
mm

Following the builds, samples were sectioned centrally parallel to the XZ
plane and prepared as described in Section 2.8. Samples were imaged using
the Clemex system and porosity measured using ImageJ also discussed in
Section 2.8.

3.2.3 Results

Two responses were measured for each sample; percentage porosity and
mean size of pores. A full summary of the porosity measurements for each
sample is provided in Appendix D. No other defects were observed. Builds
with a 40µm layer thickness failed and these results are therefore not in-
cluded, samples were observed to detach from the substrate and due to this
the builds were stopped.

All imaged samples showed a large percentage volume porosity measur-
ing in the range 6.5 to 20.8%. The mean porosity was 11.7% with a standard
deviation of 3.2%. The mean area of pores was 2631µm2 with a standard
deviation of 779µm. This equates to an average pore diameter of 58µm.

An ANOVA was carried out on the porosity results to determine if the
process parameters and their interactions had a significant effect on the re-
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Figure 3.2: Build Layout for samples built on the SLM125 system. Dimensions
given in mm

Table 3.1: Parameters investigated on the SLM125 system and their corresponding
experimental levels

Parameter Low Middle High
Exposure time (µs) 200 400 600

Hatch offset (µm) 30 50 70

Point distance (µm) 30 50 70

Layer thickness (µm) 20 30 40

Remelting 0 1

sponses. This analysis was carried out using the software package Minitab.
ANOVA results are summarised in Appendix D Table D.2. The p-value indi-
cates the significance level of the relationship between each parameter and
the response. The coefficient indicates the magnitude and direction of this
relationship.

The percentage porosity was found to be significantly effected by the lin-
ear terms; point distance (p− value = 0.021) and remelting (p− value =

0.022). As point distance was increased by 20µm the mean porosity was
raised by 2.4%. Remelting on each layer was found to decrease the poros-
ity by an average of 0.93%. Square and interaction terms did not present a
significant effect on the porosity percentage (p− value > 0.05).

The mean area of pores was found to be significantly effected by the linear
term exposure time (p − value = 0.039), as exposure time was increased
by 200µm the mean was raised by 655µm2. The square term of exposure
time also had a significant effect on the size of pores (p− value = 0.021).
The size of pores was increased by a mean value of 678µm2 for each level
increase in this term. The interaction terms between exposure time and layer
thickness, and layer thickness and remelting also had a significant effect on
this response (p− values : 0.006, 0.003. Coef:1017, −617).

Second order models were generated to fit the two responses, using a
least squares approximation. A summary of the model is provided in Table
3.2. s is the standard deviation of the model. R2(adj) and R2(pred) are the
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Table 3.2: Response surface regression model summary for the porosity responses.
Samples produced on the SLM125 system at a power of 200W. Parame-
ters given in Table 3.1

Response s R2 R2(adj) R2(pred)

Porosity (%) 1.96 78.26% 62.61% 33.12%
Mean pore area (µm) 601 65.48% 40.63% 0.00%

adjusted and predicted R2 values respectively. An ANOVA was performed
comparing models and experimental results; a summary of this analysis is
included in Table D.2. ANOVA indicated that the models fit the data well
(p-values < 0.001 and 0.013). Regression analysis for the models on the
other hand indicated low R2(pred) values (33.12% and 0.00%), this suggests
that the models are an over fit. R2(pred) is calculated by systematically
removing data points and evaluating how well the model can predict them,
a low R2(pred) and high p − value therefore indicates that the model is
tailored to fit the data but does not represent the overall response well.

The relationship between the volumetric energy density and porosity is
plotted in Figure 3.3. A significant correlation (p-value = 0.00071) was found.
As the energy input increases the porosity tends to decrease. There is how-
ever a large amount of scatter in this data (Pearson correlation = -0.480).
No significant relationship was found between the size of pores and the
volumetric energy density (Pearson correlation = 0.114, P-Value = 0.462).

Figure 3.3: The effect of volumetric energy density on porosity with linear fit (p-
value = 0.0007 Pearson correlation = -0.480). SLM125 system at a power
of 200W. Parameters given in Table 3.1

3.2.4 Discussion

Porosity greater than 6.5% was found in all samples. This high porosity is
in agreement with the findings of previous work carried out on laser pro-
cessing of tungsten powder [20] [55] [102]. Where porosity in the range 10
to 17% was reported. In order for ALM to be considered a viable manufac-
turing route for tungsten these defects must be eliminated.
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Increasing energy density through reduced point distance and multiple
repetitions of remelting helped to reduce the volume percentage of poros-
ity. A decrease in point distance by 20µm corresponds to a 2.4% decrease
in porosity. At a minimum tested point distance of 30µm, it can only be
reduced by a further 20µm, which assuming the response remains linear,
would not be sufficient to eliminate the minimum measured 6.5% porosity.
Remelting equated to approximately a 1% reduction in porosity, such that
seven remelts on each layer would be necessary to remove porosity, assum-
ing again a linear response. These changes are not practical and would
result in extremely long build times, other alternatives should therefore be
investigated.

Increased energy density significantly reduces the percentage porosity.
This suggests that porosity is occurring due to incomplete melting of the
powder. Images taken of pores under SEM suggest that this hypothesis is
true. Figure 3.4 shows an image of a SLM sample taken by a SEM, powder
particles are visible inside the pores.

The response surface generated did not accurately represent the data,
it is therefore not possible to use this model to predict optimum parame-
ters minimising the rate of defects (R2(pred) = 0, 33%). The variables that
were found to be significant such as remelting and point distance indicate
that increased energy density may help to reduce the volume of porosity.
Microscopy images which show samples containing powder particles also
point towards the conclusion that energy input is too low. The effect of
power should therefore be investigated, this will be covered in the next sec-
tion of this chapter.

Figure 3.4: SEM image showing a lack of fusion defect with unmelted powder.
Melt parameters: Q = 200W, h = 30µm, Pd = 30µm, l = 30µm,
te = 600µs
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Table 3.3: Parameters investigated on the AM400 system and their corresponding
experimental levels

Parameter Low Middle High
Exposure time (µs) 200 400 600

Hatch offset (µm) 30 50 70

Point distance (µm) 30 50 70

Power (W) 200 300 400

Table 3.4: Parameter levels used for Design of experiments

3.3 the effect of renishaw am400 pro-
cess parameters on defects

3.3.1 Experimental Design

Results from the previous section (samples produced on the SLM125 sys-
tem), suggested that the energy density was too low to fully melt the pow-
der. As a result a set of experiments was carried out on the AM400 system
in order to asses the effect of laser power and its interactions with the other
process variables.

A similar experimental design methodology was adopted on the 400W
AM400 system to that of the 200W SLM125. A response surface design was
carried out investigating four system parameters over three levels. Variables
were hatch spacing (h), point distance (Pd), exposure time (te) and power
(Q); layer thickness was maintained constant at 30µm. Table 3.4 shows the
levels used for each parameter. Five Repeats were conducted at the centre
point giving a total of thirty samples. The sample order was randomised
and samples were divided in to three builds of ten.

3.3.2 Build Layout

Builds were carried out using the reduced build volume (RBV). As discussed
previously the RBV fits within the standard 250mm build platform and con-
tains a small powder hopper, dosing mechanism, and overflow container.
The RBV allows for processing of small volumes of powder and is particu-
larly useful for parameter development for new materials. It uses a square
substrate with sides of length 78mm and a radius at each corner of 15mm.

The samples built were cuboids with dimensions 5x5x7mm, the longer
dimension was aligned parallel with the build direction. Samples were built
directly onto a steel substrate and were arranged as shown in Figure 3.5.
Samples were arranged on the plate such that they were close to the dosing
mechanism to ensure that on each layer adequate powder was deposited
onto the samples. Samples were also positioned such that in the event of a
sample failing or detaching from the substrate it would be unlikely to affect
any of the other samples.

Following completion of the builds samples were removed from the sub-
strates and sectioned using EDM. Sample cross sections were mounted,
ground, polished, and imaged using the methods previously discussed.
Analysis of images of the sample cross sections was carried out using ImageJ
and Matlab as outlined in Section 2.8.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental build Layout for builds carried out on th AM400 system
- Dimensions given in mm

3.3.3 Results

The defect measurement values and corresponding system parameters are
listed in Appendix E. Three measured responses are tabulated; porosity
area (%), crack area (%), and defect total (%); where the defect total is the
sum of porosity and crack area. All samples completed successfully with
the exception of Sample 26 which failed due to what appeared to be large
numbers cracks.

All of the samples had some porosity and the majority of samples also
showed cracking. Sample 14 shown in Figure 3.6 had the least porosity at
0.52% but also displayed significant cracks. The mean porosity area percent-
age for all samples was 6.6%, with a standard deviation of 7.8%. The mean
crack area percentage was 0.19%, with a standard deviation of 0.21%

It was noted that several samples in the first and third builds displayed
large porous areas parallel to the build direction in the same location. This
porosity is likely due to insufficient powder dosing at certain points during
the build. These areas of porosity remain in the data set however in future
builds complete dosing of powder should be ensured.

Porosity

A summary of the ANOVA results for porosity area percentage is included
in Appendix E Table E.2. Power showed a significant effect on porosity (p−
Value < 0.001). An increase in power of 100W corresponded on average to a
7.67% decrease in porosity. The square term of power also had a significant
effect on porosity (p − value = 0.009). The porosity was increased by a
mean value of 6.8% for each level increase in this term. All other variables
and interactions did not show a significant effect within the range tested(p−
Value > 0.05). No significant effect was found in porosity between builds
(p− value = 0.336).

The main effects of power on porosity are plotted in Figure 3.7. Power
is shown to have a strong inverse relationship on porosity between 200 and
300 Watts, with the mean decreasing from approximately 17% to 2% in this
range. A comparison of the sample cross sections at the three power levels
is included in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.6: A cross section image of Sample 16 which showed the lowest porosity
produced via the SLM process. Produced on the Renishaw AM400 with
melt Parameters as follows: Q = 400W, h = 70/mum, Pd = 70µm,
te = 600, l = 30

Figure 3.7: Main effects plot for Porosity (%) for beam power 200 to 400W
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Figure 3.8: A comparison of sample cross sections at varying power from the
response surface centre point (h = 50µm, l = 30µm, Pd = 50µm,
t=400µs ). Left: Q = 200W Centre: Q = 300W Right: Q = 400W

The relationship between volumetric energy density and porosity is shown
in figure 3.9. No significant correlation was found between the input energy
density and the resulting volume of porosity (p-value = 0.292).

Figure 3.9: A plot of energy density against porosity for samples prepared on the
Renishaw AM400 at power between 200W and 400W (Pearson =-0.202,
p-value = 0.292)

Crack area

Cracks were found to propagate parallel to build direction along grain
boundaries. A summary of the ANOVA results for crack area percent-
age are listed in Table E.2. Power showed a significant effect on cracks
(p− Value = 0.013). An increase in power of 100W corresponded on av-
erage to a 0.14% increase in the crack area percentage. All other variables
and interactions did not show a significant effect within the range tested
(p−Value => 0.05). No significant effect was found on cracks between the
three builds (p− Value = 0.690).

The main effects of power on cracks are plotted in Figure 3.10. Power is
shown to have a direct relationship with crack area.
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Figure 3.10: Main effects plot for Crack area (%) for beam power 200 to 400W

The relationship between volumetric energy density and the area of cracks
is shown in figure 3.11. No significant correlation was found between the
input energy density and the resulting volume of cracks (p-value = 0.078).

Figure 3.11: A plot of energy density against crack area percentage for samples
prepared on the Renishaw AM400 at power between 200W and 400W.
(Pearson correlation = 0.688, p-value = 0.078)

3.3.4 Relationship between Cracks and Porosity

A significant inverse relationship was found between the two responses
crack area and porosity area potted in Figure 3.12 (p-value = 0.002; Pear-
son correlation -0.546).
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Figure 3.12: Scatter plot of the two responses, crack area percentage against poros-
ity area percentage (p-value = 0.002; Pearson correlation -0.546)

Table 3.5: Regression model summary for the responses porosity area (%) and
crack area(%)

Response S R2 R2(adj) R2(pred)

Porosity (%) 3.541 91.24% 79.56% 0.00%
Crack area (%) 0.174 69.65% 29.18% 0.00%

3.3.5 Regression model

Second order models were generated to fit the two responses, using a least
squares approximation. A summary of the model is provided in Table 3.5.
s is the standard deviation of the model. R2(adj) and R2(pred) are the
adjusted and predicted R2 values respectively. An ANOVA was performed
comparing models and experimental results; a summary of this analysis is
included in Table D.2. ANOVA indicated that the model fit the data well
for the porosity response (p− value < 0.001). The model fit for the crack
response was not significant (p− value < 0.173). Regression analysis for the
models indicated low R2(pred) values (0.00% and 0.00%), this suggests that
the models are an over fit and cannot accurately replicate the responses.

3.3.6 Discussion

Laser power has a large effect on the occurrence of defects within tungsten
samples produced via SLM. Two types of defect were observed in this series
of experiments, lack of fusion and cracks. The response surface generated
for each type of defect did not accurately represent the data, it is therefore
not possible to use this model to predict optimum parameters in order to
minimise the rate of defects (R2(pred) = 0). Some strong correlations were
found within the data however, which can serve as indicators of consid-
erations which should be made when processing tungsten. For example,
increasing power from 200 to 400 Watts significantly reducing lack of fusion
defects. The minimum achieved porosity at power of 200W was 8% and at
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400W this was reduced to 0.5%. However as power is increased cracks also
begin to appear as defects within the samples.

This correlation between beam power and porosity is in agreement with
the data analysed from the literature in Chapter 1. Figure 3.13 plots the
maximum beam power against the maximum achieved density for all the
current literature on SLM tungsten along with that of the current study. A
strong correlation is found between Power and density across the literature
(p-value = 0.002).

In Chapter 1 a strong inverse correlation was found between energy den-
sity input and the resulting sample density across the literature. This was
attributed to the fact that at lower laser powers authors tended to use higher
energy density and a strong correlation was found between these two in-
puts.

This hypothesis is confirmed by the results presented in this chapter. It
was shown at a laser power of 200W on the SLM125 system increasing en-
ergy density can significantly reduce porosity (Figure 3.3). The minimum
porosity achieved on the SLM125 system (Q = 200W) was achieved at a
volumetric energy of 2857J/mm3. On the 400W AM400 system on the other
hand, the maximum density was achieved at only 635J/mm3 and no sig-
nificant correlation was found between porosity and energy density. Thus
power appears to be the most important factor to consider in producing
dense tungsten and low powered systems (<300W) can only, to a limited
extent, compensate for the lack of power by increasing energy density.

Suder and Williams demonstrated that penetration depth in laser weld-
ing is controlled by two factors, specific point energy and power density
[32]. The point energy can be increased by either by increasing the interac-
tion time (slower traverse speeds) or increasing power [32]. Power density
can be increased through the implementation of higher beam powers or re-
duced beam diameter. Increased point energy via variation of speed did not
have an effect in this set of experiments. Increasing point energy through
increased beam power on the other hand did have an effect on porosity. Sim-
ilarly increased power density through the use of a 400W laser resulted in
lower porosity.

This suggests that in SLM systems with relatively low power the rate at
which energy is being applied reaches equilibrium with the rate of heat loss.
The energy within the processed material remains bellow that required for
sufficient penetration depth of the laser. This manifested in lack of fusion
defects as shown in Figure 3.4.

To redress the balance between the rate of heat input and heat loss we
must consider conduction as defined by Fourier’s law (Equation 23) as the
main source of heat loss in the SLM process [165]. In order to increase the
peak temperature of the melt pool either the heat flux (q ′′) must be increased
or the temperature gradient (∆T ) decreased. Increasing the heat flux can
be achieved by the use of higher beam power as was investigated here or
alternatively the beam diameter at the material surface can be reduced. In
order to decrease the temperature gradient the ambient temperature must
be increased by some method of external heating such as a heated build
platform.

Mukherjee et al showed that high marangoni numbers produce larger
melt pools and result in a reduction in lack of fusion defects [31]. On the
other hand increased power leads to higher fourier numbers as heat is accu-
mulated quickly [31]. Future work could model the effect of build param-
eters, particularly power, on the melt pool size. Models could be used to
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calculate marangoni and fourier numbers. This may give an indication of
the melt pool dynamics which lead to lack of fusion defects and cracks [31].

q ′′ = −λ∆T (23)

Figure 3.13: p-value = 0.00217

Residual stress has been shown previously to be imparted on components
during SLM processing [166]. As the top layer of a sample cools following
melting it begins to shrink due to thermal contraction. This shrinking is
resisted by the cooler layers below and thus stress is induced. Tungsten is
particularly susceptible to cracking under this residual stress due to its high
DBTT. Cracking has been observed in processing of other refectories such
as molybdenum [167], tantalum [168]. Recently Sidambe et al also observed
cracks along tungsten grain boundaries produced via SLM [169].

Tungsten’s lack of ductility can be attributed to the poor cohesion of grain
boundaries which results in inter-granular fracture being the prominent fail-
ure mode [72]. Relatively small increases in impurities can have a significant
effect DBTT. In this case total impurity levels in the feedstock material were
below 100ppm but the exact levels of impurities were not known and the
levels of any impurities after processing are also unknown [77] .

In the case of the Renishaw SLM process there are a number of potential
sources of impurities. Oxygen in this process is maintained below 100ppm.
Oxidation of tungsten at elevated temperatures is strongly dependent on
oxygen partial pressures, but is still susceptible at these pressures, as well
as atmospheric temperature and pressure [61]. Another potential source of
impurity is the replaceable silicon wiper blades used which tend to erode
during use. Other sources of impurities could include, cleaning procedures
and equipment or powder recycling apparatus. As powder is recycled and
reused these impurities may accumulate in the feedstock material. Impu-
rities in tungsten tend to have decreasing solubility with temperature and
will segregate to grain boundaries during cooling which in turn create em-
brittlement.

Future studies could investigate the effect of powder impurities on crack-
ing. Experimentation with different grades of feedstock powder could be
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undertaken and measurements taken of the accumulation of impurities dur-
ing recycling of powder. The effect of atmosphere should also be considered,
SLM systems which operate under vacuum may eliminate the potential for
accumulation of oxide impurities.

Cracking occurs in SLM due to the accumulation of stress during process-
ing. Stresses can be reduced through the use of elevated build temperatures.
Reducing the temperature difference between the melt pool and the sur-
rounding material leads to reduced cooling rates which in turn lessen the
build up of stresses. As discussed previously, current SLM systems for ex-
ample those made by Aconity3D offer build temperatures as high as 1200oC
and the effect of these elevated temperatures on crack formation should be
investigated.

Another potential solution to prevent cracking of tungsten during pro-
cessing is alloying. Additions of rhenium would produce a more ductile
material which in turn would be less likely to crack during processing [87].
This could allow for post process heat treatment to relieve residual stress.
Tungsten-rhenium alloys may also be more suited for many applications
where ductility is desirable. For the application of plasma facing compo-
nents rhenium additions are not desirable. Alternative options for solid
solution alloys are limited for this application due to the need for low acti-
vation, irradiation performance and reasonable costs [170, 72].

Similar results to these have been observed in SLM of other refractory
elements. Faidel et al conducted a similar experimental design on molyb-
denum and concluded similarly that power was a key factor for producing
dense molybdenum [171]. The 200W laser used by Faidel et al was insuf-
ficient to fully fuse powder even with very high energy density of upto
1066J/mm3. Similarly Bajaj et al demonstrated that power was a key fac-
tor in molybdenum processing, achieving significantly higher density when
laser power was increased from 200W to 400W [172].

A similar result was found by Zhou et al using tantalum powder, increas-
ing energy through reduced scan speeds had no effect on sample density.
However increasing energy density through the use of higher laser powers
(300W and 434J/mm3) resulted in significantly reduced porosity. At these
increased powers the authors found that cracks would appear in samples
due to the residual stressed imparted during processing.

Further work needs to be carried out on the development of SLM tungsten
if it is to be implemented in demanding applications such as MCF. A more
detailed understanding is required on the effect of process parameters and
impurity levels on the formation of cracks in order to qualify this process
for such applications.

3.4 chapter conclusions

Power has been determined to be an important factor in the SLM of tungsten.
A 200W laser was found to be insufficient to fully melt powder. As power
was increased to 400W porosity was reduced. However, stress was imparted
during the process. Due to tungsten’s high DBTT this stress manifested as
cracks in samples.

Modifications need to be made to the process in order to prevent the build-
up of stress in parts during processing. One option that has been explored
by other authors is heated substrates [173].
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Another alternative to the heated bed is to investigate EBM as a process-
ing route. The elevated temperatures of EBM can bring temperature above
the DBTT and allow stresses to be relieved in the process [39]. This will be
investigated in the following four chapters.





4 ELECTRON BEAM MELTING OF
TUNGSTEN

4.1 introduction

Aa series of experiments were carried out in order to asses the feasibility of
processing tungsten powder using the EBM process. Prior to carrying out
these experiments the machine and ancillaries were fully cleaned using the
method outlined in Section 2.5.4.

The development of tungsten EBM processing discussed in this chapter
consists of two main sections. Firstly, an initial trial and error style of devel-
opment was adopted in order to correct any issues with the machine set-up
and to establish suitable process parameters for the plate heating, preheat,
and melt steps. The second phase consisted of using a DOE approach to
establish optimum melt parameter settings. Development was carried out
on the Arcam S12 using an in house small build tank. Details of the mod-
ifications made to the S12 system to create a small build tank are given in
Appendix J.

4.2 initial trials

4.2.1 Experimental setup

The build layout used for the following experimental builds is shown in
Figure 4.1. The build geometry consisted of nine 10mm cubes arranged in
a 3 by 3 grid with a spacing of 10mm between each cube. 30Kg of tungsten
powder was loaded into the hopper for each build and recycled following
each build, as per the method outlined in Section 2.5.4. A layer thickness of
35µm was used for all builds. Initially all melt functions were disabled.

4.2.2 Plate heating

A series of trials were run with the aim to establish suitable parameters for
the plate heating stage of the process. For these tests the current was var-
ied in order to reach a steady heating rate and the maximum temperature
was varied to establish the temperature at which the powder would sinter
together. Prior to the trials, a maximum plate temperature of 1000◦C was se-
lected. 1000◦C was selected as it was the highest safe operation temperature
whilst allowing a safe margin of error to the approximately 1100◦C operat-
ing limit of the system. By operating at this limit the temperature gradient
between the molten powder and the environment is minimised in turn min-
imising any residual stress. The findings of these plate heating trials can be
summarised as follows:

• The powder around the plate loosely sinters at between 900◦C and
1000◦C.
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Figure 4.1: The build layout used for the initial development of the EBM process
for tungsten powder.

Table 4.1: Plate heating parameters selected for use with tungsten, the SBT, and a
90mm diameter substrate

Parameter Value

Current (mA) 8.3
Repetitions 12

Speed (mm/s) 3995

Line order 15

Line offset (mm) 1.2

• A current of 9mA would raise the temperature of the plate to around
800◦C. This current needs to be incrementally increased to 20mA in
order to reach 1000◦C.

Following these plate heating trials a plate temperature of 1000◦C was
selected with beam heating settings as outlined in Table 4.1. The current was
manually increased by the operator between 800◦C and 1000◦C to maintain
a steady heating rate. These parameters were kept consistent throughout all
the following experimental builds.

4.2.3 Preheat

The energy input during preheat was increased through varying the number
of repetitions. The number of repetitions was incrementally increased until
the temperature remained stable throughout the build. A summary of the
final preheat settings is outlined in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Preheat selected for use with tungsten, the SBT, and a 90mm substrate

Parameter Preheat 1 Preheat 2

Current (mA) 8.3 38

Repetitions 12 30

Speed (mm/s) 3995 14600

Line order 15 15

Line offset (mm) 1.2 1.2

Table 4.3: Initial melt parameters selected for the development of EBM tungsten

Parameter Value

Current (mA) 7

Speed (mm/s) 140

Hatch offset (mm) 0.25

4.2.4 Melt

Once appropriate preheat and plate heating were established, the melt step
was developed. In this subsection are outlined a number of issues that
were addressed during these trials in order to establish successful melting
of parts.

A standard hatching melt strategy was used, the contouring step was dis-
abled. As a starting point the parameters listed in Table 4.3 were selected.
These parameters were approximated based on a combination of standard
Arcam parameters for alloys such as Ti6Al4V (to select hatch spacing) and
those used in the previous SLM trials based on the energy density relation-
ship (Equation 1).

Supports

An immediate issue that was faced when attempting the melt step was the
need for supports. The energy required to melt the firs few layers causes
rapid vaporisaion of the surface of substrate bellow. The stresses imparted
through this process was found to heavily deform the plates preventing
further powder deposition. An example of one of these deformed substrates
is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Image of a substrate following EBM of tungsten powder directly onto
the surface.

To address this issue supports were added. Wafer supports were used
with a height of 5mm. Wafer supports are built up from single line melts on
each layer to create a thin walled structure that can easily be removed. Using
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Table 4.4: Wafer Support Parameters

Parameter Value

Current (mA) 6

Speed (mm/s) 250

Focus offset (mA) 0

Table 4.5: Thickness function settings selected

Sf Zf Ef Zmax

2 0.25 2.2 2

supports acted to minimise the initial energy input preventing damage to
the plate. An alternative to using supports would be to change the plate
material, this however was not explored . Selected support parameters are
listed in Table 4.4.

The Thickness function

Figure 4.3: A tungsten cuboid built with the use of wafer supports and no melt
functions

The addition of supports resulted in successful builds, however this re-
vealed another problem. An image of a sample built using supports is
shown in Figure 4.3; it is clear that the resulting build geometry is dra-
matically different to the input STL files. This can be accounted for in the
fact that there is a difference in the rate of heat dissipation between the top
and bottom of the part. The thickness function aims to correct for this, and
thus a series of trials were run in order to find a set of parameters for the
thickness function that would result in accurate sample geometries. Samples
were built over a range of thickness and exponent factors listed in Table 4.6
and plotted in Figure 4.4. The resulting samples were assessed qualitatively
to determine which of the thickness functions tested produced the most ac-
curate geometry. From this assessment the thickness function used for all
future samples is outlined in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.6: Thickness function parameters tested during initial trials

Sample Sf Zf Ef Zmax

1 2 0.25 1.1 4

2 2 0.25 1.1 4

3 4 0.25 1.1 4

4 6 0.25 1.1 4

5 8 0.25 1.1 4

6 2 0.25 2.2 2

7 4 0.25 2.2 2

8 6 0.25 2.2 2

9 8 0.25 2.2 2

Figure 4.4: Plot of thickness function parameters tested during initial trials

4.2.5 Summary

The findings of the initial trials outlined in this section set a foundation
for the development of EBM tungsten. The three main process steps were
investigated. Figure 4.5 shows an image of a completed build following this
development including sintered powder.

4.3 the effect of build parameters on
defects

4.3.1 Introduction

The initial development discussed in the previous section acted to identify
the process parameters which would result in a successful tungsten build.
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Figure 4.5: Image of an EBM tungsten build following the initial development

In this section the effect of the key process parameters on defects will be
investigated.

4.3.2 Experimental Design

A response surface design was selected to investigate the effect of varying
beam speed (v), current(I) and hatch offset (h) during melting; these param-
eters were varied over three levels as listed in Table 4.7. Six repeats were
carried out at the centre point giving a total of twenty samples. All other
process parameters remained constant; layer thickness and focus offset were
maintained at 30µm and 10mA respectively. A hatching scan strategy was
used and the pattern was rotated by 90 degrees on each layer. Support, pre-
heat, plate heating, and thickness function parameters used are listed above
in Tables 4.4, 4.2, 4.1, and 4.6 respectively.

In order to use the thickness function ,as was deemed necessary during
the initial trials, the EBM control software requires that the speed function
is enabled. Current was set to the specified value for each sample, the
required speed function was then determined from the desired beam speed
using linear interpolation. The speed function used for each combination of
current and speed is listed in Table F.1.

The design of experiments was carried out over two builds, sample orders
were randomised. Each build consisted of fifteen cuboids with height 5mm,
width 5mm, and length 9.5mm. Samples were arranged in a five by three
grid with a spacing of 10mm in the X direction and 5mm in Y. Wafer sup-
ports with a height of 2mm were used to join the samples to the substrate.

Folowing completion of builds each sample was separated from the sub-
strate by hand and supports were removed via planar grinding with 120

grit silicon carbide paper. The samples were then mounted in Bakelite and
prepared for optical imaging as outlined in Section 2.8.2. Porosity was then
measured using the Clemex optical microscope system discussed in Section
2.8.1. Significance level was set at (p-Value = 0.05) to allow for any external
variables which may produce noise in the data.
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Table 4.7: Levels for varied melt parameters

Parameter Low Middle High

Current (mA) 5 7 9

Speed (mm/s) 100 140 180

Hatch offset (mm) 0.2 0.25 0.3

Figure 4.6: An Image of a completed DOE Build

4.3.3 Porosity Results

A full list of porosity results is provided in Appendix F Table F.1. Measured
porosity in samples ranged from 0.04 to 11%. The mean porosity was 2.1%
with a standard deviation of 3.3%. No cracks were observed in the samples.

The statistical analysis software minitab was used to analyse the results.
An ANOVA was performed to asses the significance of each variable with
relation to the porosity response, results are shown in Appendix F Table F.2.
ANOVA demonstrated that the linear response of the three variables inves-
tigated was significant above the 99.9% significance level (p-value < 0.001).
The square terms of speed and current were also found to be significant (p-
value < 0.001, p-value = 0.009) along with the two way interactions of speed
against current, and current against hatch offset(p-value < 0.001, p-value
= 0.001). The square factor of hatch spacing and the interaction of speed
against hatch spacing were found not to be significant variables (p-value =
0.849, p-value = 0.623). No significant variation was found between the two
builds.

Figure 4.9 shows two micrographs compare the effect of beam current
on porosity at constant speed and hatch spacing. At 7mA large pores are
visible and porosity was measured at 1.29%, increasing the beam current to
9mA reduced porosity to 0.2%.

A second order model was generated via the least squares regression anal-
ysis method to fit the porosity response, R2 values for the model are listed
in Table 4.8. R2(adj) and R2(pred) are the adjusted and the predicted R2

values respectively. The second order regression model fitted the data well
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Table 4.8: Regression model summary for the porosity response

Standard Deviation R2 R2(adj) R2(pred)

0.472 99.01% 97.90% 92.30%

with an R2 value representing 99.01% of the variation with a standard de-
viation of 0.47% porosity. The lack of fit for the model was not significant
(p− value = 0.22). Figure 4.7 shows a contour plot of the modelled porosity
response for the range of current and speed investigated, at a constant hatch
offset of 0.25mm. Table F.2 lists the regression coefficients for each of the
variables and all interactions.

The porosity was plotted against the volumetric energy density as pre-
sented in Figure 4.8. The volumetric energy density was found to have
a significant effect on the porosity (p− value0.0047 R2 = 0.33). Over the
range of parameters investigated porosity tends to decrease with increasing
energy density.
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Figure 4.7: Contour plot of the variation in Porosity (%) against speed and current
based on the second order response surface regression model (Hatch
0.25mm)

4.3.4 Geometry

Many of the samples demonstrated a poor geometrical accuracy when com-
pared to the input CAD geometry. An example of this distortion is shown
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Figure 4.8: The effect of volumetric energy density on porosity with linear fit (p−
value = 0.0047 R2 = 0.33). Parameters given in Table 4.7

(a) Sample 1 cross section, I = 7mA,
(P = 350W)

(b) Sample 5 cross section, I = 9mA,
(P = 450W)

Figure 4.9: Comparison of two EBM sample cross sections showing high and low
porosity. v = 140mm/s, h = 0.3mm.

in Figure 4.10. In order to quantify the amount of distortion found in each
sample an image analysis routine was developed.

Geometry Image Analysis Routine

Images taken of the sample cross sections were analysed using a Matlab
image analysis script. This script compared the cross section of the sample
to the input CAD geometry and was used to output the maximum deviation
between the two. Prior to analysis the bottom surface of the sample was
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(a) Sample 1 cross section, I = 7mA,
(P = 350W)

(b) Sample 5 cross section, I = 9mA,
(P = 450W)

Figure 4.10: Comparison of two EBM sample cross sections showing the combina-
tion of good geometry with high porosity and poor geometry with
low porosity v = 140mm/s, h = 0.3mm.

aligned horizontally using Adobe Lightroom software. The image analysis
script can be summarised in the following steps:

• Load image.

• Threshold to black and white image.

• Fill any closed porosity.

• Smooth edges and find the centroid of the sample.

• Generate the ideal sample geometry with the same centroid.

• Extract the perimeters of the sample and ideal case.

• Measure the distance between the perimeters for each pixel.

This method is outlined visually in Figure 4.11 and the script is included
in Appendix I.

Results

The maximum offset for each sample is listed in Appendix F Table F.3. The
mean of the measured offsets between CAD geometry and that produced
was 438µm with a standard deviation 119µm

An ANOVA was performed to assess the significance of the relationship
between the parameters used and the resulting geometry, the results of
which are outlined in Appendix F Table F.4.

The liner terms speed and current were found to have a significant effect
on the sample geometry (p-value = 0.006, p-value < 0.001). The interactions
between, speed and hatch spacing, and speed and current were found to be
significant (p-value = 0.013, p-value = 0.003) . The square term of current
had a significant effect (p-value = <0.001). A significant difference was also
found between the two builds (p-value = 0.012, p-value = 0.032). All other
variables and interactions were not significant (p-value > 0.05).

A second order regression model was fitted to the data, the variation in
geometry is plotted as a function of speed and current in Figure 4.12. A
summary of the fit for the model is included in Table 4.9. The model fitted
the data well with an R2 value of 93.9% and a standard deviation of 69µm.
The lack of fit for the model was not significant (p-value = 0.659).

The geometry response was plotted against the volumetric energy density
as presented in Figure 4.13. The volumetric energy density was found to
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(a) Original sample image (b) Fill any closed porosity

(c) Find the centroid (d) Generate the ideal geometry

(e)Measure distance between perimeters

Figure 4.11: Geometry image processing method
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Table 4.9: Regression model summary of fit the geometry response

Standard Deviation R2 R2(adj) R2(pred)

69.16 93.9% 85.6% 57.1%

have a significant effect on the Geometry (p− value = 6x10−5 R2 = 0.578).
Over the range of parameters investigated geometry tends to be less accu-
rate with increasing energy density.

Figure 4.12: Contour plot variation in maximum cross section offset (µm) against
speed and current based on second order regression model (Hatch
0.25mm)

4.4 discussion and conclusions

The experiment discussed in this chapter was carried out in order to asses
the affect of process parameters on the porosity response. Upon removal of
the samples from the substrate and following sample preparation an addi-
tional geometry response was identified.

Porosity in samples was observed in the range 0.04 to 11 and was sig-
nificantly affected by the three variables investigated. The second order re-
gression model fitted the data well and can be used to predict the response.
This allows us to define a processing region as plotted in Figure 4.7 where
porosity is predicted to be very low. Ideally processing of tungsten should
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Figure 4.13: The effect of volumetric energy density on geometric accuracy with
linear fit (p− value = 6x10−5 R2 = 0.578). Parameters given in Table
4.7

take place in the centre of this region at a current of approximately 8mA,
speed of 130mm/s, and hatch offset 0.25mm.

Porosity was found to decrease with increasing volumetric energy density.
The minimum porosity was achieved at an energy density of 367J/mm3.
However there is a high degree of scatter in the relationship between energy
density and porosity (R2 = 0.33) and energy density alone can’t reliably be
used to predict porosity levels.

The geometry response was significantly affected by the variables speed
and current. A second order model fitted the data well but with an R2(pred)
value of 57.1% can not be used as a reliable predictor. Within the range
tested the lower energy density was found to result in a more accurate ge-
ometry. This is in conflict with the results for porosity which would suggest
operating at the higher end of the energy densities tested. Parameter selec-
tion should therefore take both of these responses into account, operating
along the contour of low porosity and low geometry offset. A significant
difference was found in the geometrical accuracy between the two exper-
imental builds, this suggests that additional external factors are likely to
affect the geometry of components. Further work needs to be carried out to
investigate the source of these differences.

The EBM process was found to eliminate the cracks that were present
in samples prepared via SLM. The primary differences between the two
systems are considered as a potential factors which lead to the elimination
of cracks, these can be summarised as atmosphere, build temperature and
energy source.

Firstly in the case of EBM the atmosphere is a high vacuum and in SLM
an inert argon atmosphere is used which contains below 100ppm of oxygen.
Relative to the EBM process SLM has a high concentration of oxygen and
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other impurities. During melting the solubility of oxygen within tungsten is
high. Upon cooling impurities will segregate to the grain boundaries which
can embrittle the material and increase inter granular fracture [77].

Secondly the elevated build temperature’s of the EBM system may act
to prevent the formation of cracks as visible in samples produced via SLM.
This is due to the fact that at higher build temperatures thermal gradients
are lower. Lower temperature gradients produce slower cooling rates and
therefore induce lower residual stresses. Additionally long build times at
elevated temperature can act to stress relieve parts [174]. Temperatures of
900oC for one hour have been found previously to be sufficient to relieve
some stresses in worked tungsten [175, 176].Additionally operating above
the DBTT may allow the material to elastically and plastically deform under
any induced stress preventing brittle fracture.

It has previously been shown that dimensional inaccuracy in EBM can be
significantly reduced via control of the melt functions [28]. A further inves-
tigation should therefore be carried out into the effect of these functions on
the measured geometry.



5 CHARACTERISAT ION OF EBM
TUNGSTEN

5.1 introduction

Following the determination of process parameters outlined in the previous
section a series of builds were carried out to create the samples necessary
to characterise the resulting material. The material was characterised us-
ing a range of testing methods. Mechanical properties were evaluated via
three-point bend testing and nano indentation. Thermal properties were
measured using laser flash analysis (LFA) and thermomechanical analysis
(TMA). Texture and gain structure were determined using electron backscat-
ter diffraction (EBSD).

5.2 build layout

Samples were manufactured via EBM with the required geometry for the
various characterisation testing methods used, following each build EDM
was used to remove supports and create flat and parallel surfaces where
necessary. Two builds were carried out in order to generate all the samples
necessary for testing Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the build layout for these
two builds. The height of all samples were kept constant to minimise the
variation in energy input between layers. The exact sample geometry for
each test specimen will be discussed in the relevant subsection.

Figure 5.1: Build layout for first test sample build

85
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Figure 5.2: Build layout for second test sample build

Table 5.1: Melt Parameters selected for the two characterisation builds

Parameter Value

Current (mA) 9

Speed (mm/s) 170

Speed Function 4.997

Hatch offset (mm) 0.25

5.2.1 Build Parameters

Plate heating, preheat, thickness function, and support parameters discussed
in Chapter 4 were maintained. Melt parameters used are listed in Table 5.1
these parameters were selected based in the results in Chapter 4; speed was
maximised within the range of speed and current which produced high
density. Figure 5.3 plots the temperature profile for the first test build. Tem-
perature data for the second build was not collected due to a thermocouple
failure.

5.3 grain structure and orientation

For EBSD analysis cuboid samples with dimensions of 10x10x5mm were
used. These were cut from 10x10x15mm cuboids via EDM. Samples were
cut both parallel and perpendicular to the build direction as illustrated in
Figure 5.4. The samples were prepared and imaged using the methods
outlined in Chapter 2.

5.3.1 Results

Figure 5.5 shows an orientation map of the sample surface prepared perpen-
dicular to the build direction (XY plane). Figure 5.6 shows the orientation
map of the sample in the build direction (XZ plane). Pole figures are pre-
sented in Figure 5.7, taken from the mapping shown in Figure 5.5.A strong
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Figure 5.3: Base Temperature profiles for the first characterisation sample build.
Top: Baseplate temperature for the entire build from plate heating to
cooling. Middle: Baseplate temperature against build height. Bottom:
Cooling rate after completion of build.

[111] fibre was shown relative to the plane of deposition with intensity 24

MUD.
The material shows a columnar grain structure, with large grains elon-

gated in the build direction. Viewed perpendicular to the build direction the
grains appear equiaxed. Grain size was measured using Oxford instruments
HKL post processing software, grains were measured at a miss orientation
of ten degrees and approximated to ellipses. The average grain diameter
in the XZ plane was measured at 155 µm. In the XZ plane grains had an
aspect ratio of 3.6 and were elongated in the build direction. The average
grain diameter in the XY plane was measured at 97 µm.

Cubic materials have a [100] preferred growth direction [68]. Other al-
loys produced via EBM such as titanium show a [001] fiber texture [177].
This texture result is therefore somewhat unexpected. A similar result was
found previously in the SLM of tantalum [178]. The authors of this tantalum
study modelled the heat flux, in the process finding that the average heat
flux was rotated around the scanning direction by 45 degrees and around
the traverse direction (perpendicular to scanning and build directions) by 54

degrees. This resulted in a thermal gradient in approximately the [111] di-
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Figure 5.4: Diagram to illustrate the EDM cutting of EBSD samples, parallel (Top)
and perpendicular (bottom) to the build direction. All dimensions
given in mm

Figure 5.5: EBSD orientation map taken perpendicular to the build direction (XY
Plane) with IPF colouring

rection producing this strong [111] texture due to the preferred [100] growth
direction [178].

In a very recent study Sidambe et al observed a similar [111] orientation
in SLM tungsten [169]. The authors came to a simillar conclusion suggesting
that this was due to the shape of the melt pool which is more hemispherical
than that of typical ALM alloys [169] [177]. Common ALM alloys are melted
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Figure 5.6: EBSD orientation map taken parallel to the build direction (XZ Plane)
with IPF colouring

Figure 5.7: Orientation pole figure taken form EBSD map perpendicular to the
build direction (XY Plane)

at high beam speeds and have low thermal conductivity. Titanium for exam-
ple has a shallow elongated melt pool and the preferred growth direction is
therefore not tilted much relative to the build direction [177]. As the melt
pool becomes less elongated the angle between the build direction and that
of preferred growth will increase. As the scanning directions change each
layer a new preferred orientation could emerge [169].

It is likely that a similar effect is occurring here to that found in tanta-
lum. Further thermal modelling or experimental measurement would be
required to fully confirm the direction of thermal gradients during solidifi-
cation. Further analysis of the texture at the edge of the samples could also
demonstrate this effect as at this point the thermal conditions change and
the texture would therefore be expected to become more random.

It should also be noted that the tantalum study by Thijs et al found that
rotation of scanning direction between layers resulted in a rotation of this
thermal gradient [178]. It is possible therefore that the thermal gradient in
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the traverse direction will vary as a factor of the time between subsequent
hatch lines. It is therefore possible that the texture could be modified to
some extent by changing scanning strategies and the length of scan lines.

5.4 three-point bending

Sample Preparation and Surface Finish

The second test sample build (Figure 5.2) included a cuboid of material with
dimensions 55mm x 20mm x 20mm. The long dimension ot the cuboid was
aligned perpendicular to the build direction. The block was attached to the
substrate with a combination of wafer and solid supports with a height of
5mm. Figure 5.8 shows an image of the manufactured block of material.

Figure 5.8: Photograph of manufactured cuboid used for 3-point bend tests

The manufactured cuboid was cut into test specimens via EDM in ac-
cordance with the British Standard EN 843-1 [164]. Sample type ’A’ was
selected from the standard with dimensions and tolerances listed in Table
5.2.

The block of material was cut via EDM, into two sets of samples denoted
’batch A’ and ’batch B’. Samples in batch A were cut such that the test face
was parallel to the XZ plane. Samples in B were cut such that the test face
was parallel to the XY plane. +

An initial cut was made parallel to the top surface to remove support
structures and the bottom 5mm of material where the thickness function
was in effect. 1 to 2mm of material was then removed from all other surfaces
to ensure the faces were flat and square. The material was sectioned across
the longest face to create two cuboids of material which were labelled ’A’
and ’B’. As many samples as possible were cut from these two blocks with
dimensions listed in Table 5.2. Samples in batch A were cut such that the
width of 2.5mm was aligned to the build direction. Samples in batch B
were cut such that the 2mm sample thickness was aligned with the build
direction. For clarity on this cutting process Figure 5.9 is included, detailing
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Table 5.2: 3-point bending test piece dimensions and tolerances in accordance with
BS EN 843-1 [164]

Sample
Type

Surface
Condition

Parameter
Dimensions (mm)
Length Width Thickness

A
All

Dimensional
Range

> 25 2.5± 0.2 2.0± 0.2

Machined
Parallelism
Tollerence

- ±0.02 ±0.02

this process. A total of 40 samples were cut from batch B and 31 from batch
A.

Figure 5.9: Photograph of manufactured cuboid used for 3-point bend tests

Following cutting of the samples, surface preparation was carried out to
BS EN 843-1 [164]. The sample surface was prepared using a planar grinding
wheel with a 120 grit resin bonded diamond wheel followed by a 500 grit
wheel. Grinding was performed parallel to the length of each test piece.
The two long edges of the samples along the test face were chamfered at an
angle of 45 degrees by hand using 1000 grit silicon carbide papers. Figure
5.10 shows the surface of the samples following preparation.
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NPL - Commercial

A as ground

B as ground

0.2 mm 50 µm

Figure 5.10: Example images of prepared sample surface for 3-point bend testing
(Note lines on figures appear to show defects or cracks but these ap-
pear to be grain boundaries)

Figure 5.11: Force displacement response for samples from set A

5.4.1 Results

Dimensions for each sample along with the applied force and calculated
fracture stress at failure are listed in Appendix G Tables G.1 and G.2. The
mean fracture stress for batch A was 318.4MPa, with a standard deviation
of 52. For batch B the mean fracture stress was 268.8MPa with a standard
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Figure 5.12: Force displacement response for samples from set B

Figure 5.13: Linear Weibull plot for samples in batch A R2 = 97.7%

deviation of 63.3. A one way ANOVA was preformed to compare the means
of the two batches. A significant difference was found between the two
conditions (p-value = 0.001) with batch A on average having a higher failure
stress.

Recorded force and displacement data is plotted in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
Force displacement data displayed no evidence of plastic deformation be-
fore failure. The degree of load drop at fracture was dependent on the peak
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Figure 5.14: Linear Weibull plot for samples in batch B R2 = 82.1%

Figure 5.15: Linear Weibull plot for samples in batch B with low outlier removed
R2 = 97.8

force, with some test piece halves holding together. This implies samples
had failed due to low energy brittle fracture. The majority of samples failed
close to the centre, however a number of the samples failed away from the
centre.

Weibull plots are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Sample 8 in batch B
was judged to be a low anomaly and skewed the result, the Weibull plot
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Table 5.3: Calculated estimate of Weibull parameters σ0(η) and β, 95% confidence
intervals are shown in brackets

Condition
No. of
samples

Characteristic
strength
σ0 (MPa)

Shape
parameter
β

A 31 340 (322/358) 7.11 (5.40/9.37)
B 40 298 (279/341) 5.65 (4.46/7.15)

for batch B is replotted in Figure 5.15 with this data point removed. Least
square linear regression fits were calculated for the plots. Calculated R2

values show the fit accounts for 97.7% and 97.8% of the variance for batch
A and the corrected batch B results respectively.

Table 5.3 lists the calculated Weibull parameters using the maximum like-
lihood estimate along with the 95% confidence intervals. Figure 5.16 plots
the estimated distribution of failures based on these calculated values. Batch
B showed a 12% reduction in characteristic strength when compared to
batch A.

No fractography was carried on these samples.

Figure 5.16: Estimated Weibull PDF for Batch A and B

Discussion

The characteristic strength can be used as a direct comparison between this
work and the values reported in the literature as it is a material constant,
independent of testing parameters. The characteristic strength calculated
was found to be significantly lower than expected, values calculated by You
et al [179] are listed in Table 5.4 for comparison. The tested material shows
a 86% reduction in strength when compared to the warm rolled material
tested by You et al.
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The low strength values are likely explained by porosity within the sam-
ples. Areas containing large pores were identified on the test surface of
samples as shown in Figure 5.17. It is therefore highly likely that these
areas of porosity near the loading roller serve as origin points for fractures.

Porosity is likely a factor of the EBM parameters used and the part size.
Chapter 4 discussed the need to maximise the speed and minimise current
in order to minimise the amount of distortion in parts, however this in turn
can increase the chance of porosity. An additional factor that is likely to
influence the percentage of porosity in the test pieces is the size of the part
from which samples were cut. When investigating the effect of the process
parameters on the porosity in Chapter 4 the sample size and geometry re-
mained constant. Scaling to much larger samples with differing geometries
such as that used for this series of characterisation tests, may have a signif-
icant effect on the parts produced. It has been shown previously by Smith
et al [28] that process parameters need to be varied as a function of the
part geometry in order to produce defect free parts with the desired geom-
etry. Geometry can have a significant effect on the heat dissipation in the
part between subsequent passes of the beam. This is of particular impor-
tance when the parts are not attached directly to the substrate. Future work
should therefore investigate the effect of sample geometry on porosity in
EBM tungsten in order to evaluate the extent of this effect.

Figure 5.17: Example of porosity found on the sample surface

5.5 ultrasonic testing

Samples geometry for ultrasonic was the same as used for EBSD imaging
as described in Section 5.3. The testing method was as outlined in Section
2.8. Testing was carried out on a total of four samples, two with surfaces
prepared in the XY plane and two with surfaces in the XZ plane.
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Table 5.4: Weibull parameters as measured by You et al [179]

Condition
Characteristic Strength
σ0 (MPa)

Shape Parameter
β

As-received
(warm rolled at 350oC)

2489 19

Heat treated
(1000oC, 10h)

2353 31

5.5.1 Results

Table 5.5 lists the measurements for transverse and longitudinal wave ve-
locities through the samples and the calculated moduli and Poisson’s ratio.
Young’s modulus is calculated using the two methods discussed in Section
2.8 using purely experimental measurements as well as inference from Pois-
son’s ratio reference values. A Poisson’s ratio of 0.284 was used to calculate
inferred values.

Table 5.5: Measurements taken for ultrasonic, transverse and longitudinal wave
velocities in tungsten EBM samples. Also listed are the calculated values
for Moduli and poisons ratio

Measured Inferred

Sample
cl

(m/s)
ct

(m/s)
E

(GPa)
G

(GPa)
µ

B

(GPa)
E

(GPa)

XZ plane - 1 5,060 2,833 394 155 0.27 288 398

XZ plane - 2 4,798 2,850 385 157 0.23 235 402

XY plane - 1 4,720 2,766 366 148 0.24 233 379

XY plane - 2 4,592 2,902 380 163 0.17 190 417

Mean 4,792 2,838 381 155 0.23 237 399

Std Dev 197 56 12 6 0.04 40 16

5.6 nanoindnentation

Samples were built and prepared for Nanoindentation using the same method
and sample geometry used for EBSD analysis as outlined previously in Sec-
tion 5.3. In summary two samples were prepared with dimensions 10mm
x10mmx5mm in differing orientations; prepared 10mmx10mm surfaces
were oriented in the XZ plane and the XY plane. Samples were tested using
the method fully outlined in Section 2.8. Indents were arranged in the layout
shown in Figure 5.18 where the co-ordinate origin is located at the centre of
the sample. In the XZ plane indent sets were arranged in a H pattern and
in the XY plane in a line from the centre to edge along the Y axis. Each set
of indents consisted of a total of nine indents arranged in a 3x3 grid with a
spacing of 10µm. Indent locations were manually selected such that grain
boundaries and defects were avoided.
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Figure 5.18: The arrangement of indents across the sample surfaces in the XZ and
XY planes

5.6.1 Results

Following testing, results were arranged according to indent location and
load. Liner regression and interpolation were then used to asses the effect
of the indent location on the measured responses. In the XZ plane indents
were analysed in the following three groups:

• −4 < Z < 4 at X = 0 - Representing the variation in the Z axis across
the centre of the sample in X. Denoted ’Z centre’

• −4 < Z < 4 at X = 4 - The variation in the Z axis across the edge of
the sample in X. Denoted ’Z edge’

• 0 < X < 4 at Z = 0 -The variation in the X axis across the centre of the
sample in Z. Denoted ’X centre’

In the XY plane the response was analysed for 0 < Y < 4 at X = 0

representing the change across the centre of the sample in X. This response
was denoted ’Y centre’

Linear regression was carried out across each group at each load to asses
the effect of indent position on the responses of hardness and Young’s mod-
ulus. The equation of the regression line was of the form y = mx+ c where
m is the gradient, c is the intercept, y is the position variable, and x is the
response variable. The results are tabulated in Appendix H Tables H.1 and
H.2.

In general increased load was found to reduce the variance in results (R2

values increased as load increased) providing a higher degree of significance.
As a result, all further analysis was carried out for the maximum load.

At the maximum load the results show that there is a significant increase
in modulus moving from the edge to the centre of the samples in the X and
Y directions for Z = 0 (p-value < 0.001). A significant change in modulus
was found in the Z direction across both the centre (X = 0) and edge (X = 4)
of the sample (p-value < 0.001). The modulus was found to increase in the
Z direction from the base of the sample to the top surface.

Hardness was found to significantly increase with Z direction across both
the edge and centre of the sample (p-value < 0.001). A significant increase
was found in hardness moving from the edge to centre of the sample in
the Y direction (p-value = 0.002). No significant change was found in the
hardness as a function of X position (p-value = 0.750).
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For each of the four groups the main effects of position on hardness and
modulus are plotted in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 respectively at the maximum
load of 10mN.

Contour plots in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 display the expected variation in
hardness and modulus based on linear regression and interpolation at max-
imum load in the ZY plane.

Figure 5.19: The variation in hardness data across samples for each of the four con-
ditions investigated with linear fit. Error bars display one standard
deviation from the mean Load = 10mN

5.6.2 Discussion

As early as 1932 it was demonstrated that the stress state of a material has an
influence on hardness measurements. More recently Tsui et al showed that
both elastic modulus measurements via Nanoindentation were also stress
dependent[156]. A range of methods have since emerged for measurement
of residual stress using indentation techniques [153] . It is likely that the
observed variation in hardness and modulus across the samples are a repre-
sentation of the variation in residual stress. To estimate the true values for
hardness modulus and residual stress a stress free reference sample would
be required.

The reduced hardness and modulus values in comparison to reference
data and ultrasonic measurements imply a high compressive stress through
the samples, from top to bottom and centre to edge. This result aligns
well with stress distributions demonstrated previously through finite ele-
ment and experimental modelling of both SLM and EBM processes [180]
[181] [57] [182]. These models demonstrate an increase in stress with build
height due to the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) typically associ-
ated with laser bending of sheets[182]. As the top surface of a component
is rapidly heated, a steep temperature gradient is formed. The expansion
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Figure 5.20: The variation in modulus data across samples for each of the four con-
ditions investigated with linear fit. Error bars display one standard
deviation from the mean. Load = 10mN

Figure 5.21: Contour plot of the predicted variation in hardness across samples in
the XZ Plane

of the hot top surface is restricted by the underlying material and therefore
compressive strains are induced. The increased temperature of the top sur-
face leads to a reduced yield strength, when this strength is reached it will
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Figure 5.22: Contour plot of the predicted variation in modulus across samples in
the XZ Plane

plastically compress. During subsequent cooling the compressed upper lay-
ers begin to shrink and a bending towards the beam develops. During the
EBM and SLM process this stress builds on each layer[58]. The distribution
of displacement as a result of these strains were observed by Prabhakar et
al [58] during EBM of Inconel 718. The displacement measured match the
observed geometry distortion discussed in the previous chapter.

The load dependence observed is likely due to the indentation size effect
(ISE)[183]. The ISE effect occurs when the area sampled approaches the spac-
ing between dislocations resulting in higher hardness at lower loads [184].
Another consideration is that low loads result in a low indenter penetration
depth. This low penetration results in measurement of the top surface where
residual stress imparted during sample preparation may skew results.

5.7 thermal properties

Samples for LFA were built as cylinders with height 15mm and diameter
12mm. The samples were cut to form cylinders 5mm in length with parallel
sides. Samples were cleaned using isopropyl alcohol before testing as out-
lined previously. Samples for TMA were built as cylinders with 15mm in
height, the test samples were prepared in the same way as for LFA to form
cylinders with a 5mm height.

5.7.1 Results and Discussion

Thermal conductivity results obtained via laser flash analysis are plotted
in Figure 5.23. The results were fitted to a second order polynomial of the
form f(T) = p1T

2 + p2T + p3 in the range tested, the fit is plotted in Figure
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Table 5.6: Coefficients of fitted polynomial with 95% confidence intervals

Coeff. Value

p1 8.51x10−5(5.70x10−5, 11.32x10−5)
p2 −0.22(−0.26,−0.17)
p3 240(223, 256)

5.23, along with the 95% confidence intervals. Table 5.6 lists the coefficients
of the polynomial along with 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5.24 plots same data along with reference data for annealed high
purity tungsten as measured by Ho et al [63]. The reference data has an ac-
curacy of 3% with in the range tested. A significant difference was not found
between the reference data and the measurements taken, the reference data
lies within the 95% confidence interval.

Figure 5.23: Plot of LFA data with polynomial fit and 95% confidence intervals

TMA data for each sample was fitted using linear regression to find the
coefficient of thermal expansion. Figure 5.25 plots example data for the first
sample along with the linear fit. Figure 5.26 plots the fit for all five samples,
the results are summarised in Table 5.7. The mean coefficient of thermal
expansion was 4.872x10−6K−1 with a standard deviation of 0.241. The mean
thermal expansion coefficient lies in the range reported in the literature of
between 4.49 and 5.02x10−6K−1 in the temperature range examined.

5.8 chapter summary

This chapter investigated the properties of EBM tungsten.
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Figure 5.24: Plot of LFA data with polynomial fit and 95% confidence intervals
and high purity tungsten reference data [63]

Figure 5.25: Plot of TMA data and linear fit for sample No.1

Microstructure analysis carried out using EBSD identified large columnar
grains aligned elongated in the in the build direction. The material demon-
strated a strong [111] fibre texture. This unexpected texture was attributed
to the rotation of thermal gradients due to the high conductivity of tungsten
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Figure 5.26: Linear fit of data for all TMA samples

Table 5.7: Summary of TMA regression analysis and calculated expansion coeffi-
cients

Sample No.
Thermal expansion
Coeff. (10−6K−1)

R2

1 4.72 0.97

2 5.14 0.97

3 4.66 0.97

4 5.13 0.96

5 4.71 0.97

Mean 4.872
Standard Deviation 0.241

and is a phenomenon that has been observed by a number of other authors
[169, 178].

Mechanical testing was carried out using three-point bending and Weibull
analysis. The characteristic strength of samples was significantly lower than
values reported in literature and showed a high degree of scatter. The low
characteristic strength was determined to be due to porosity visible on the
surface of samples which will reduce the effective sample cross section and
are likely to act as origin points for fracture.

Residual stress was inhered in EBM samples via nano indentation. A
significant variation in hardness and modulus was found in samples, in-
creasing towards centre of the top surface. Residual stress was caused by
the TGM and the variation in mechanical properties matched experimental
and modelled distributions. The magnitude of the residual stress however
was not measured.
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Thermal properties of expansion and conductivity were measured through
TMA and LFA respectively. No significant difference was found between the
measured properties and those reported in the literature.

Further work needs to be carried out to improve EBM tungsten for use
in plasma facing components. The interactions between EBM parameters,
geometry, residual stress, mechanical properties and porosity are not yet
fully understood. Though significant progress has been made.





6 COMPONENTS AND
APPL ICAT IONS

A number of additional components were manufactured as concepts, high-
lighting potential applications for ALM tungsten such as in MCF. These will
briefly be covered in this section. No functional, mechanical or structural
testing was carried out on these samples they simply serve as demonstra-
tions of concept.

6.1 slm langmuir probe

A langmuir probe is a measurement device used to evaluate the electron
temperature, electron density, and electric potential of a plasma [185]. Lang-
muir probes are used in magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) experiments
such as the JET to monitor the properties of the plasma. Due to the extreme
conditions on the plasma facing wall during magnetic confinement fusion,
tungsten is the material of choice for this application. Current langmuir
probes are machined, this is however very costly due to the relatively fine
and complex geometry.

A set of langmuir probes were manufactured via SLM in order to assess
the feasibility of using additive manufacturing for this application. Samples
are currently in testing at CCFE. Images of these components are provided
in Figures 6.1.

Figure 6.1: A tungsten Langmuir Probe manufactured via SLM. 25mm in length

6.2 ebm tungsten monoblock

A monoblock is a plasma facing component which acts as armour against
neutron irradiation and provides the means for which coolant can be pumped
near the reactors’ inside surface. Typical monoblock designs consist of a sim-
ple cubic block of tungsten out of which a through-hole is machined. ALM
has the potential to provide the ability to optimise this geometry for its
application.

107
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A set of tungsten monoblocks were included with the specimens manu-
factured in Chapter 7 via EBM, in order to assess the feasibility of using
additive manufacturing for this application. These samples are currently in
testing at CCFE as part of another project. The samples will be tested under
a high rate of heat flux whilst containing a high pressure coolant mimicking
the MCF environment.

Images of these components are provided in Figure 6.2

Figure 6.2: A tungsten mono-block manufactured via EBM. External dimensions
of 20mm x 20mm x 25mm

6.3 ebm tungsten lattice

The final component which was manufactured was a tungsten lattice struc-
ture, produced via EBM (Figure 6.3). This structure was designed as a
demonstration piece to show the capability of this technology. The struc-
ture was based on a repeating diamond lattice pattern and was created
using Rhino3D and the plug-in grasshopper. The lattice geometry was mod-
ified into a cylindrical shape such that the 80mm diameter build area was
maximised.
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Figure 6.3: A tungsten lattice structure manufactured via EBM. External diameter:
80mm. Thickness 20mm





7 CONCLUS IONS

7.1 selective laser melting

The testing that was completed using SLM of tungsten produced the follow-
ing conclusions:

• Defect free tungsten parts could not be produced via SLM.

• At 200W all samples had high porosity. Increasing energy density via
reducing point distance and melting each layer twice was found to
reduce porosity within the range tested.

• Beam power was found to be the significant factor effecting the mea-
sure of porosity in samples. The lowest porosity was achieved at
400W.

• As porosity in tungsten samples produced via SLM was reduced the
number of cracks was found to increase, this was also therefore a func-
tion of beam power.

7.2 electron beam melting

The testing that was completed using EBM of tungsten produced the follow-
ing conclusions:

• Optimal EBM process parameters were identified for the production of
low defect tungsten samples. Speed, current, and hatch spacing were
all found to have a significant effect on the occurrence of porosity.

• Geometric accuracy of EBM tungsten samples was found to be signifi-
cantly reduced at increased line energy (low speed and high current).
Optimal parameters for accurate geometry are found to be in conflict
with those found for minimising defects.

• Mechanical properties were tested via three point bending; the charac-
teristic strength of the material was found to be poor when compared
to rolled tungsten. This was be attributed to large pores in samples
and residual stress imparted during the process. The build direction
also had a significant effect on material strength.

• Residual stresses were inferred in samples via nano-indentation. Stress
is believed to vary as a function of position within the sample in all
directions. With the highest residual stress occurred in the centre of
the top surface of the sample

• Measured thermal properties were in agreement with values reported
in the literature.
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7.3 summary

Overall significant progress has been made towards the direction of creating
usable tungsten components via ALM.

A full systematic investigation of process parameters on defects in SLM
tungsten has been carried out. This provided a new insight into the domi-
nant parameters which result in the formation of lack of fusion defects and
cracks.

For the first time EBM of tungsten has been reported. Specifically, EBM
was able to produce low porosity, crack free parts. EBM appears to the
preferable manufacturing process due to its combination of a vacuum envi-
ronment, high build temperatures and high beam power. Nonetheless, me-
chanical properties and geometric accuracy require further improvements
before ALM can be used to manufacture tungsten for structural applica-
tions. For Applications where mechanical properties are non critical and
complex geometry is required, such as in x-ray collimation, the ALM tech-
niques outlined here could provide a viable processing route.



8 FURTHER WORK

8.1 selective laser melting

• Further work needs to be carried out on SLM of tungsten in order
produce crack free parts. This may include an investigation of adding
an external heat source. A heated environment is likely to reduce
residual stresses and raise material above the DBTT.

• The presence and effect of oxygen and other impurities should be in-
vestigated. It is likely that impurities in powder or induced during pro-
cessing lead to embrittlement through the weakening of grain bound-
aries. This embrittlement may be a source of the cracks observed in
this study.

• The investigation of the effect of alloying elements such as rhenium
could provide an insight into the effects of ductility on SLM processing
tungsten.

• Mechanical, microstructural and thermal evaluation should be carried
out in order to establish the properties of parts produced by SLM, as
well as their constraints.

8.2 electron beam melting

• Alternative substrate materials to steel should be assessed allowing for
direct melting of tungsten onto the surface.

• An investigation into the effect of sample geometry on dimensional
accuracy and porosity should be carried out. Including validation of
the second order model produced in Chapter 4. If a significant effect
is found the Arcam geometry dependent melt functions should be
developed in order to ensure properties are independent of sample
size.

• The effect of process parameters on residual stress should be probed
with the aim of reducing them. Post process heat treatment should
also be investigated in order to stress relieve parts.

• Following model validation and stress relief mechanical properties
could be re evaluated. Improving strength and decreasing the degree
of scatter in mechanical properties is essential if ALM is to be viewed
as a viable processing route for tungsten.

This study has not investigated the surface finish of parts. Surface rough-
ness is particularly important for brittle materials as an uneven surfaces can
serve as initiation points for fracture. For structural applications the surface
roughness will need to be reduced through post processing. The effect of
process parameters for both SLM and EBM and surface roughness should
also be evaluated.
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A ARCAM MELT FUNCTIONS

a.1 current compensation function

The length of hatch lines will affect the size of the melt pool. Longer hatch
lines result in a greater time period between successive hatch lines, this re-
sults in an increased dissipation of heat. To account for this heat dissipation
the Arcam control system uses a function known as current compensation
to increase the beam current I for longer hatch lines. The current compensa-
tion function is outlined in Equation 24 where L0 and b are a reference line
length and constant respectively and assume the default values of 45mm
and 0.9. L is the length of the hatch line being processed and I0 is the
current used at the reference length L0. Figure A.1 plots the current com-
pensation function over a range of scan lengths for default L0 and b values.

I

I0
=

(
1+

b(L− L0)

L0

)
(24)

Figure A.1: Current compensation function at default b and L0 values

a.2 speed function

Following selection of an appropriate current, using current compensation,
the speed at which the beam will travel is determined. The speed function
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aims to maintain the size of the melt pool for any given current. This re-
lationship has been determined by Arcam using finite element modelling
(FEM) and is stored in the EBM control software. Plotted in Figure A.2
are the relationships between beam speed and current for a range of speed
functions. Typically the EBM system will operate at a speed function of 36.

Figure A.2: Beam speed and current for a range of speed functions

a.3 thickness function

The thickness function is used to account for the difference in thermal con-
ductivity between melted parts and sintered powder. To account for the
reduced conductivity when melting overhanging surfaces the beam speed
is increased in these areas. The beam speed is increased as opposed to
varying the current as the electron gun cannot achieve the rapid variation
in current that is required. The thickness function is stated in Equation
25 where v0 is the initial velocity, as selected by the speed function, v is
the velocity selected by the thickness function, and Z is the distance from
the overhanging surface in the build direction. The profile of the thickness
function can be controlled via three factors; the speed factor Sf the thick-
ness factor Zf and the exponent factor Ef. An additional parameter Zmax
defines the maximum thickness to which the function is applied, after this
thickness v/v0 = 1. The thickness function is plotted in Figure A.3 at the
default values used for processing Ti6AL4V.

V

V0
= 1+

Sf
exp(Ef(Z−Zf)) + 1

(25)
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Figure A.3: Thickness function at default Sf, Ef, Zf and Zmax values

a.4 turning point function

At the end of each line, during melting, the beam turns 180 degrees to travel
in the opposite direction. At these turning points there is little time for the
heat to dissipate before the beam changes direction for the next pass. This
results in a higher temperatures, causing variation in the melt pool size, at
the edge of parts. To account for this short time period between subsequent
passes the turning point function (Equation 26) is used. This function in-
creases the beam speed V based on the distance d from the turning point.
Ce, EF, and EF2 are constants which can be used to alter the profile of the
function.

V = V0

(
1+Ceexp

(
−(V0(Efd− EF2V0)

2
))

(26)

a.5 software

A number of software packages are required for the Arcam EBM system.
Magics (Materialise) was used to generate simple geometries in the STL
format, for more complex structures Rhino 3D (McNeel) along with the
Grasshopper plugin was used. Magics was also used to check for and fix
any errors within the STL file, add supports to overhanging surfaces and
position parts within the build volume.

Build assembler (Arcam AB) is used to generate Arcam Build Files (ABF)
from STL files. All parts and supports for a build are loaded into build
assembler and given a layer thickness. The software will create two dimen-
sional slices of each part to generate an ABF file. An ABF file does not
contain any information about the process parameters, with the exception
of layer thickness.
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The user interface on the machine runs EBM control (Arcam AB). EBM
control directly monitors and controls all aspects of the EBM hardware.
EBM control reads ABF files and allows the user to apply the desired pro-
cess parameters and functions to each part and layer before starting a build.



B TUNGSTEN AM PARAMETERS
FROM LITERATURE
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C IMAGE J AND MATLAB
SCRIPTS FOR POROS ITY
MEASUREMENT

c.1 image j

input = getDirectory("Input directory");

output = getDirectory("Output directory");

suffix = ".tif";

5

processFolder(input);

function processFolder(input) {

list = getFileList(input);

10 for (i = 0; i < list.length; i++) {

if(File.isDirectory(input + list[i])) //if it’s a

directory, go to subfolder

processFolder("" + input + list[i]);

if(endsWith(list[i], suffix)) //if it’s a tiff image,

process it

processFile(input, output, list[i]);

15 //if it’s neither a tiff nor a directory, do nothing

}

}

function processFile(input, output, file) {

20 //here, you put the real processing

print("Processing: " + input + file);

open(input + file); //open image

25 run("8-bit");

run("Set Scale...", "distance=1");

setAutoThreshold("Default");

//run("Threshold...");

setAutoThreshold("Default dark");

30 setOption("BlackBackground", false);

run("Convert to Mask");

run("Analyze Particles...", "size=100-Infinity

display exclude summarize");

35 saveAs("results", output + file + "_results.csv");

if (isOpen("Results")) {

selectWindow("Results");

run("Close");

40 }

123



124 image j and matlab scripts for porosity measurement

run("Close");

print("Saved to: " + output);

45 }

c.2 matlab

clc

close all

clear

50 numfiles = 31;

sampleResultsLocation = char(’C:\Users\Jon\Google Drive\PhD\

Results\SLM DOE\400W Clemex\SampleArea\’);

porosityResultsLocation = char(’C:\Users\Jon\Google Drive\PhD\

Results\SLM DOE\400W Clemex\PorosityArea\’);

55

% Import Sample area data and sum areas

totalSampleArea=[];

for k = 1:numfiles

60

if k == 18 || k == 26

totalSampleArea=[totalSampleArea 0];

else

65 filename = sprintf(’Sample%d.tif_results.csv’,k);

file = strcat(sampleResultsLocation,filename);

sampleResults = csvread(file,1,2);

area = sum(sampleResults(:,1));

70 totalSampleArea=[totalSampleArea area];

end

end

75

% Import Porosity Measurments and Sum

totalPorosityArea = [];

80 for k = 1:numfiles

if k == 18 || k == 26 || k == 28

totalPorosityArea=[totalPorosityArea 0];

else

85

filename = sprintf(’Sample%d.tif_results.csv’,k);
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file = strcat(porosityResultsLocation,filename);

sampleResults = csvread(file,1,2);

90 area = sum(sampleResults(:,1));

totalPorosityArea=[totalPorosityArea area];

end

end

95

Density = 100-(totalPorosityArea./totalSampleArea*100);

% Import porosity measurments and seperate by aspect ratio

100 crackArea = [];

poreArea = [];

cracks=[];

pores=[];

105 for k = 1:numfiles

cracks=[];

pores=[];

110

if k == 18 || k == 26

crackArea = [crackArea 0];

poreArea = [poreArea 0];

115

else

filename = sprintf(’Sample%d.tif_results.csv’,k);

file = strcat(porosityResultsLocation,filename);

120

sampleResults = csvread(file,1,2);

for n = 1:length(sampleResults)

125 if sampleResults(n,12)<0.1

cracks = [cracks sampleResults(n,1)];

else

130

pores = [pores sampleResults(n,1)];

end

end

135 crackAreaSum = sum(cracks);

crackArea = [crackArea crackAreaSum];

poreAreaSum = sum(pores);

poreArea = [poreArea poreAreaSum];



126 image j and matlab scripts for porosity measurement

140 end

end

scatter(poreArea, crackArea)

set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)

145 set(gca,’yscale’,’log’)

porosity = poreArea./totalSampleArea.*100

porosityTran = transpose(porosity)

crackisity = crackArea./totalSampleArea.*100

150 crackisityTran = transpose(crackisity)

porosity./crackisity

totalPorosity = crackisityTran + porosityTran



D POROS ITY MEASUREMENTS
FOR DOE CARRIED OUT ON
THE SLM125
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128 porosity measurements for doe carried out on the slm125

Table D.1: A summary of porosity measurements for the DOE carried out on the
200W SLM125 system - continued overleaf

Std
Order

te h Pd l Remelt
Porosity
(%)

Pore area
(µm2)

1 200 30 30 20 Yes 13.61 4.57E+03

2 600 30 30 20 Yes 9.30 3.76E+03

3 200 70 30 20 Yes 12.00 2.69E+03

4 600 70 30 20 Yes 6.46 2.08E+03

5 200 30 70 20 Yes 18.33 4.41E+03

6 600 30 70 20 Yes 7.49 2.55E+03

7 200 70 70 20 Yes 20.81 4.09E+03

8 600 70 70 20 Yes 8.73 2.52E+03

9 200 30 30 40 Yes
10 600 30 30 40 Yes
11 200 70 30 40 Yes
12 600 70 30 40 Yes
13 200 30 70 40 Yes
14 600 30 70 40 Yes
15 200 70 70 40 Yes
16 600 70 70 40 Yes
17 200 50 50 30 Yes 14.89 2.90E+03

18 600 50 50 30 Yes 12.50 3.97E+03

19 400 30 50 30 Yes 8.44 2.05E+03

20 400 70 50 30 Yes 9.51 1.80E+03

21 400 50 30 30 Yes 7.34 1.81E+03

22 400 50 70 30 Yes 10.87 2.21E+03

23 400 50 50 20 Yes 8.62 2.33E+03

24 400 50 50 40 Yes
25 400 50 50 30 Yes 9.22 2.07E+03

26 400 50 50 30 Yes 8.40 1.81E+03

27 400 50 50 30 Yes 11.22 2.11E+03

28 400 50 50 30 Yes 13.41 3.67E+03

29 400 50 50 30 Yes 10.47 2.20E+03

30 400 50 50 30 Yes 8.90 1.56E+03
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Std
Order

te h Pd l Remelt
Porosity
(%)

Pore area
(µm2)

31 400 50 50 30 Yes 13.07 1.92E+03

32 200 30 30 20 No 10.85 2.76E+03

33 600 30 30 20 No 6.88 2.02E+03

34 200 70 30 20 No 12.26 2.13E+03

35 600 70 30 20 No 8.01 1.91E+03

36 200 30 70 20 No 16.39 2.77E+03

37 600 30 70 20 No 10.49 2.63E+03

38 200 70 70 20 No 17.48 2.27E+03

39 600 70 70 20 No 13.79 2.41E+03

40 200 30 30 40 No
41 600 30 30 40 No
42 200 70 30 40 No
43 600 70 30 40 No
44 200 30 70 40 No
45 600 30 70 40 No
46 200 70 70 40 No
47 600 70 70 40 No
48 200 50 50 30 No 12.81 1.98E+03

49 600 50 50 30 No 11.36 3.53E+03

50 400 30 50 30 No 11.39 2.34E+03

51 400 70 50 30 No 14.30 2.81E+03

52 400 50 30 30 No 8.41 1.35E+03

53 400 50 70 30 No 14.52 3.34E+03

54 400 50 50 20 No 12.42 2.57E+03

55 400 50 50 40 No
56 400 50 50 30 No 12.46 2.59E+03

57 400 50 50 30 No 16.45 3.86E+03

58 400 50 50 30 No 14.25 3.35E+03

59 400 50 50 30 No 12.19 2.69E+03

60 400 50 50 30 No 9.12 1.90E+03

61 400 50 50 30 No 13.42 2.93E+03

62 400 50 50 30 No 11.96 2.58E+03

Mean 11.70 2.63E+03

s 3.21 7.80E+02



130 porosity measurements for doe carried out on the slm125

Table D.2: A summary of the ANOVA investigating the effect of SLM125 process
parameters on the size and percentage of porosity

Porosity
(%)

Mean pore area
(µm)

Source P-Value Coef. P-Value Coef.

Model <0.001 0.013

Constant 11.457 2470

Linear 0.039 0.072

te 0.338 -0.960 0.039 655

h 0.320 0.997 0.857 55

Pd 0.021 2.410 0.058 597

l 0.826 0.240 0.791 -90

Remelt 0.022 -0.938 0.104 -199

Square 0.266 0.127

te*te 0.060 1.779 0.021 678

h*h 0.826 -0.200 0.551 -167

Pd*Pd 0.370 -0.825 0.398 -237

2-Way Interaction 0.151 0.011

te*h 0.948 -0.032 0.598 80

te*Pd 0.078 -0.902 0.673 -64

te*l 0.056 2.200 0.006 1017

te*Remelt 0.082 -0.796 0.117 -218

h*Pd 0.213 0.628 0.193 201

h*l 0.583 0.610 0.256 390

h*Remelt 0.290 -0.475 0.254 -157

Pd*l 0.804 0.280 0.158 489

Pd*Remelt 0.330 -0.436 0.385 -119

l*Remelt 0.219 -0.759 0.003 -617
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132 defect measurements for doe carried out on the am400

Table E.1: A summary of porosity measurements for the DOE carried out on the
400W AM400 system

Std
Order

Q

(W)
h

(µm)
Pd

(µm)
te

(µs)
l
(µm))

Porosity
(%)

Crack
(%)

Total defect
(%)

1 200 30 30 100 30 24.03 1.62E-02 24.05

2 400 30 30 100 30 1.64 7.54E-01 2.39

3 200 70 30 100 30 14.83 1.40E-02 14.84

4 400 70 30 100 30 0.23 5.84E-01 0.82

5 200 30 70 100 30 20.48 2.00E-04 20.48

6 400 30 70 100 30 1.03 1.08E-01 1.13

7 200 70 70 100 30 17.49 5.90E-03 17.50

8 400 70 70 100 30 2.89 4.12E-02 2.93

9 200 30 30 600 30 10.31 1.33E-02 10.33

10 400 30 30 600 30 1.00 8.51E-02 1.09

11 200 70 30 600 30 17.17 2.92E-02 17.20

12 400 70 30 600 30 3.33 4.13E-01 3.74

13 200 30 70 600 30 24.91 7.10E-03 24.92

14 400 30 70 600 30 - -
15 200 70 70 600 30 8.16 9.30E-03 8.17

16 400 70 70 600 30 0.52 2.57E-01 0.78

17 200 50 50 350 30 15.66 2.62E-02 15.69

18 400 50 50 350 30 1.04 4.02E-01 1.44

19 300 30 50 350 30 1.35 3.86E-01 1.73

20 300 70 50 350 30 3.99 1.29E-01 4.12

21 300 50 30 350 30 1.80 3.63E-01 2.16

22 300 50 70 350 30 1.35 1.66E-01 1.51

23 300 50 50 100 30 0.99 7.12E-02 1.06

24 300 50 50 600 30 0.71 4.69E-01 1.17

25 300 50 50 350 30 6.32 5.25E-01 6.84

26 300 50 50 350 30 1.37 1.60E-01 1.53

27 300 50 50 350 30 - -
28 300 50 50 350 30 0.89 2.12E-01 1.10

29 300 50 50 350 30 1.09 7.53E-02 1.17

30 300 50 50 350 30 2.95 2.82E-01 3.23

31 300 50 50 350 30 2.83 1.38E-01 2.97

Mean 6.56 1.98E-01 6.76

s 7.83 2.06E-01 7.72
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Table E.2: A summary of the ANOVA investigating the effect of AM400 process
parameters on area percentage of porosity and cracks

Porosity area
(%)

Crack area
(%)

Source p-Value Coef. p-Value Coef.
Model <0.001 0.173

Blocks 0.336 0.690

Constant 2.05E+00 2.54E-01

Linear <0.001 0.013

Q <0.001 -7.67E+00 0.004 1.44E-01

h 0.258 -1.08E+00 0.956 2.40E-03

Pd 0.733 3.18E-01 0.053 -8.93E-02

te 0.400 -7.92E-01 0.754 -1.35E-02

Square 0.003 0.719

Q*Q 0.009 6.82E+00 0.554 -6.30E-02

h*h 0.616 1.15E+00 0.855 -1.90E-02

Pd*Pd 0.983 5.00E-02 0.904 -1.30E-02

te*te 0.766 -6.80E-01 0.948 -7.00E-03

2-Way Interaction 0.475 0.304

Q*h 0.178 1.38E+00 0.728 1.60E-02

Q*Pd 0.839 -2.02E-01 0.091 -8.19E-02

Q*te 0.254 1.16E+00 0.359 -4.28E-02

h*Pd 0.240 -1.20E+00 0.955 -2.60E-03

h*te 0.928 9.00E-02 0.306 4.79E-02

Pd*te 0.808 2.42E-01 0.181 6.35E-02
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136 porosity and geometry measurements for response surface doe carried out on the arcam s12

Table F.1: Summary of tungsten sample porosity measurements for RSM design.
Carried out on Arcam S12 EBM system

Sample v (mm/s) I (mA) Hatch (mm) Speed Function Porosity (%)

1 140 7 0.30 6.02 1.29

2 140 7 0.20 6.02 0.12

3 140 5 0.25 13.84 5.85

4 180 7 0.25 8.05 2.88

5 140 9 0.25 3.90 0.02

6 140 7 0.25 6.02 0.25

7 100 7 0.25 4.00 0.55

8 140 7 0.25 6.02 0.12

9 180 5 0.30 18.16 11.43

10 100 5 0.20 9.51 2.19

11 140 7 0.25 6.02 0.10

12 140 7 0.25 6.02 0.43

13 180 9 0.20 5.36 0.11

14 100 9 0.30 2.43 0.04

15 180 9 0.30 5.36 0.38

16 180 5 0.20 18.16 8.51

17 140 7 0.25 6.02 1.06

18 100 5 0.30 9.51 6.01

19 140 7 0.25 6.02 0.74

20 100 9 0.20 2.43 0.04

Table F.2: Results of ANOVA and regression analysis for the porosity response

P-Value Regres Coeff Coeff

Model <0.001

Constant 6.91 0.570

Blocks 0.852 0.023

Linear <0.001

Speed(mm/s) <0.001 0.0044 1.448

Current(mA) <0.001 -4.77 -3.331

Hatch(mm) <0.001 90.5 0.818

Square <0.001

Speed(mm/s)*Speed(mm/s) 0.009 0.000596 0.954

Current(mA)*Current(mA) <0.001 0.5436 2.174

Hatch(mm)*Hatch(mm) 0.849 -22 -0.056

2-Way Interaction <0.001

Speed(mm/s)*Current(mA) <0.001 -0.01770 -1.416

Speed(mm/s)*Hatch(mm) 0.623 -0.0452 -0.090

Current(mA)*Hatch(mm) 0.001 -8.09 -0.809

Lack-of-Fit 0.22
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Table F.3: The maximum offset from the input CAD geometry for all samples for
Response surface DOE carried out on the ARCAM S12

Sample v (mm/s) I (mA) Hatch(mm) Porosity (%) Max Offset µm

1 140 7 0.3 1.29 356

2 140 7 0.2 0.12 368

3 140 5 0.25 5.85 337

4 180 7 0.25 2.88 375

5 140 9 0.25 0.02 749

6 140 7 0.25 0.25 561

7 100 7 0.25 0.55 485

8 140 7 0.25 0.12 410

9 180 5 0.3 11.43 363

10 100 5 0.2 2.19 405

11 140 7 0.25 0.1 330

12 140 7 0.25 0.43 339

13 180 9 0.2 0.11 384

14 100 9 0.3 0.04 648

15 180 9 0.3 0.38 558

16 180 5 0.2 8.51 426

17 140 7 0.25 1.06 514

18 100 5 0.3 6.01 313

19 140 7 0.25 0.74 403

20 100 9 0.2 0.04 1067

Table F.4: Results of ANOVA and regression analysis for the geometry response

Term Coef p-Value

Constant 413 <0.001

Blocks
1 -75 0.012

2 61 0.032

Speed(mm/s) -81 0.006

Current(mA) 156 <0.001

Hatch(mm) -41 0.096

Speed(mm/s).Speed(mm/s) 22 0.624

Current(mA).Current(mA) 135 0.013

Hatch(mm).Hatch(mm) -47 0.303

Speed(mm/s).Current(mA) -106 0.003

Speed(mm/s).Hatch(mm) 78 0.013

Current(mA).Hatch(mm) -11 0.658
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140 three point bend results

Table G.1: Three-point bend test results for samples in Batch A

No. Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Force (N)
Nom fracture
stress (MPa)

1 2.442 1.922 115.1 382.8
2 2.379 1.928 94.8 321.6
3 2.424 1.927 118.1 393.6
4 2.403 1.923 92.4 311.9
5 2.395 1.923 118.5 401.4
6 2.429 1.917 86.4 290.4
7 2.401 1.94 107.9 358.2
8 2.383 1.905 76.8 266.4
9 2.434 1.932 85.5 282.3

10 2.429 1.921 95.4 319.3
11 2.429 1.928 117.3 389.7
12 2.44 1.913 99.8 335.3
13 2.421 1.924 110.4 369.6
14 2.429 1.919 101.7 341.1
15 2.437 1.919 79.5 265.8
16 2.434 1.912 72.82 245.5
17 2.392 1.897 98.5 343.3
18 2.392 1.914 58.1 198.9
19 2.417 1.934 101.3 336.2
20 2.396 1.915 86.7 296.0
21 2.437 1.913 94.2 316.9
22 2.401 1.899 114.9 398.1
23 2.423 1.92 83.4 280.1
24 2.426 1.923 92.7 310.0
25 2.385 1.904 111.9 388.3
26 2.385 1.923 102.9 350.0
27 2.389 1.926 88.4 299.3
28 2.437 1.918 70.8 236.9
29 2.378 1.907 83 287.9
30 2.394 1.924 85.1 288.1
31 2.39 1.927 78.2 264.3

Mean 318.4
Std dev 52.0
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Table G.2: Three-point bend test results for samples in Batch B

No. Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Force (N)
Nom fracture
stress (MPa)

1 2.412 1.931 90.56 302.1
2 2.418 1.924 62.46 209.3
3 2.428 1.933 69.96 231.3
4 2.411 1.941 123.80 408.9
5 2.389 1.946 87.90 291.5
6 2.426 1.919 75.47 253.4
7 2.406 1.916 50.59 171.8
8 2.407 1.923 15.08 50.8
9 2.397 1.92 70.33 238.8

10 2.418 1.917 67.83 229.0
11 2.425 1.925 96.15 321.0
12 2.401 1.913 83.03 283.5
13 2.424 1.939 85.68 282.0
14 2.402 1.928 65.02 218.5
15 2.433 1.953 68.48 221.4
16 2.425 1.933 63.64 210.7
17 2.408 1.925 66.40 223.2
18 2.411 1.938 67.22 222.7
19 2.419 1.952 74.41 242.2
20 2.399 1.93 92.50 310.5
21 2.426 1.919 75.39 253.2
22 2.393 1.928 57.37 193.5
23 2.404 1.904 92.97 320.0
24 2.412 1.913 94.10 319.8
25 2.418 1.931 99.83 332.2
26 2.431 1.929 83.29 276.2
27 2.412 1.908 101.20 345.8
28 2.437 1.929 105.10 347.7
29 2.43 1.952 60.18 195.0
30 2.417 1.922 101.80 342.0
31 2.399 1.922 97.36 329.6
32 2.422 1.929 82.83 275.7
33 2.419 1.919 100.40 338.1
34 2.402 1.906 77.31 265.8
35 2.412 1.916 71.24 241.4
36 2.42 1.925 80.92 270.7
37 2.413 1.946 98.03 321.8
38 2.415 1.911 77.77 264.5
39 2.411 1.899 91.61 316.1
40 2.405 1.925 82.91 279.1

Mean 268.8
Std dev 63.3
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I MATLAB GEOMETRY
MEASURMENT SCR IPT

clear; close all

clc

160 numfiles = 1;

maxdist = []

for k = 1:numfiles

165

filename = sprintf(’Sample%d.tif’,k);

x=10

y=6

pixelmm = 444

170 X=x*pixelmm

Y=y*pixelmm

imPerfect =im2bw(imread(filename));

imagesc(imPerfect)%255==rgb2gray(imread(’Sample.tif’));

175

Filled= imfill(imPerfect,’holes’);

iPP = bwperim(Filled);

%%

[xx, yy] = meshgrid(1:size(imPerfect,2),1:size(imPerfect,1));

180 bw2 = bwconvhull(imPerfect);

stats = regionprops(bw2,’centroid’);

xmin = stats.Centroid(1,1) - (X/2)

xmax = stats.Centroid(1,1) + (X/2)

185 ymin = stats.Centroid(1,2) - (Y/2)

ymax = stats.Centroid(1,2) + (Y/2)

Perfect = and(yy>ymin,and(yy<ymax,and(xx>xmin,xx<xmax)));

PC = bwperim(Perfect);

190

% SE = strel(’rectangle’,[400 100])

DistanceMap = bwdist(Perfect)-bwdist(~Perfect);

%%

195 compared =DistanceMap.*iPP;

figure

subplot(2,2,1)

imagesc(imPerfect)

hold on

200 hold off

subplot(2,2,2)

imagesc(Perfect);

147



148 matlab geometry measurment script

subplot(2,2,3)

imagesc(compared);

205 bins = min(compared(:)):max(compared(:));

binneddata = histc(compared(:),bins);

subplot(2,2,4)

binneddata(bins==0)=0;

plot(bins,binneddata)

210

maxdist = [maxdist max(bins)]

figure

imshow(imPerfect)

215 figure

imshow(Filled)

figure

hold on

spy(bw2,’b’)

220 scatter(stats.Centroid(1,1),stats.Centroid(1,2),’filled’,’r’)

xlabel(’x position (pixels)’)

ylabel(’y position (pixels)’)

hold off

225 figure

spy(Perfect,’r’)

xlabel(’x position (pixels)’)

ylabel(’y position (pixels)’)

230 figure

hold on

spy(iPP,’b’)

spy(PC,’r’)

xlabel(’x position (pixels)’)

235 ylabel(’y position (pixels)’)

end
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• Corrections 4.1 - Remove Chapter to appendix/experimental

j.1 introduction

ARCAM EBM systems are designed for commercial production and there-
fore have build volumes to allow for manufacturing of large components.
This large build volume, though useful in the commercial environment, can
make research and development of new materials challenging. The costs
associated with the volume of material required are often difficult to justify.
The EBM process is complex and there is no guarantee that a given pow-
der can be successfully processed, this is particularly relevant for materials
with high density such as Tungsten. Spherical tungsten powder is currently
priced at around £200/Kg which is comparable to Ti6Al4V powder, however
at a density of 19.2g/cm3 compared to 4.43g/cm3 for the Titanium powder,
the cost per unit volume is over four times higher for tungsten powder. Fur-
thermore large volumes of powder require material specific handling and
processing equipment such as a PRS, pneumatic sieve, and a clean vacuum.

Reducing the volume of material used in the EBM process can signifi-
cantly reduce the costs and challenges associated with material develop-
ment. To address this issue, and facilitate processing of tungsten powder, a
small build tank (SBT) was developed for the Arcam S12 EBM system. The
SBT consists of an assembly of components forming a cylindrical build tank
with a 110mm inner diameter. Figure J.1 shows a rendered CAD image of
the SBT assembly. This chapter will discuss these components which create
this new experimental apparatus.

A number of general considerations were made when creating compo-
nents for the SBT. Firstly, material considerations were made, specifically
the thermal and mechanical requirements along with the need to use non-
magnetic materials. Components and fittings located near to the build area
were manufactured from stainless steels due to the high temperatures they
would experience. Components which were located further away from the
build area were made using aluminium as it is lower cost and easier to ma-
chine. Considerations were also made for the movement of powder during
operation; glass rope seals were used where necessary and fittings between
components were made to a high tolerance preventing powder leaks. The
number of fittings and components were minimised and made easy to dis-
assemble ensuring that the machine could easily be cleaned when changing
between materials.

Component drawings and assembly diagrams are provided in Appendix
K for the components of the SBT described in this section for clarity.
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Figure J.1: Rendered CAD image of the Small Build Tank

j.2 components

j.2.1 Build Tank

The build tank is cylindrical and machined from one piece of stainless steel,
it has an inner diameter of 110mm and a wall thickness of 10mm. There
are four tapped M8 blind holes in the tank to a depth of 8mm. Through
holes were drilled into the standard S12 tank and M8x 100mm bolts along
with spacers are used to centre the small tank within the S12 Tank. A CAD
image of the build tank sub assembly is provided in figure J.2

The build tank in the S12 provides a square build tank area of 250x250mm,
with a height of 200mm giving a maximum build size of 200x200x180mm.
The build tank in the SBT assembly, on the other hand provides a circular
build area with a diameter 110mm and height 110mm, giving a maximum
build area of 90mm in diameter and 80mm in height. This reduction in
build tank size reduces the build area by a factor of 6.5.

j.2.2 Build Platform

Figure J.3 shows a diagram of the build platform assembly. The build plat-
form assembly attaches directly to the standard S12 build platform which is
in turn connected to the shaft and motor which allows for movement in the
Z axis. The small build platform is circular with a diameter of 10mm pro-
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(a) Standard S12 Build Tank (b) Small Build Tank

Figure J.2: CAD renderings of the Standard and Small S12 Build Tanks

viding a 5mm clearance to the build tank when assembled. A 4mm by 4mm
groove in the platform allows for fitting of a glass rope which acts as a seal
between the platform and tank. The build platform attaches via a 20mm
diameter, 120mm length steel rod, and a mounting bracket. Four through
holes were drilled and tapped in the S12 build platform to a M5 sizing for
attachment of the assembly. The platform has a 5mm diameter through hole
located to one side providing a feed through for the thermocouple. Before
operation the hole was plugged to prevent powder from leaking through it
as shown in figure J.4.

Figure J.3: Rendered CAD image of the small build platform
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Figure J.4: Image of the SBT and build platform

j.2.3 Hoppers

Modifications were carried out to the hoppers in order to constrain the flow
of powder to the area required. Figure J.5 shows CAD renderings of the
unmodified and modified hopper. A set of four aluminium inserts were
fabricated from 2mm thick sheets, to be fitted inside of the hopper. The
insets were held in place against the internals of the hopper using a total of
eight M3 bolts, nuts, and washers.

To further minimise the required powder only one hopper was used, this
was located on the left hand side of the chamber.

j.2.4 Shelf and Rake

Many different terms are used to describe the flat area over which powder
is spread, here it will be referred to as the shelf. A new shelf was fabricated
to accommodate the SBT from 4mm thick steel.

To control the spreading of powder, lips with a height of 10mm were
fabricated and attached perpendicular to the shelf, this helped to constrain
powder to the area required. The rake was modified by simply reducing the
number of teeth; the rake teeth which sat outside the two lips were removed.
This ensured that powder was not spread outside of the build area.
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(a) Standard S12 Hopper (b) Small Build Tank Hopper

Figure J.5: CAD renderings of the Standard and Modified Hopper

(a) Standard S12 Shelf (b) Small Build Tank Shelf

Figure J.6: CAD renderings of the Standard and Small S12 Build Shelves

j.2.5 Software

A number of minor adjustments were made to the EBM software to allow for
the use of the SBT. Firstly the build area was restricted to a 90mm circular
area ensuring that the beam would not be deflected outside of this. Secondly
the raking settings were modified to allow for powder dosing from only one
side of the hopper. Finally the powder sensors were disabled, fetch positions
were set manually, and remained constant throughout all builds.

j.2.6 Substrates

Substrates were cut form the 210mm square stainless steel plates provided
by ARCAM. The substrates were circular with a diameter of 90mm and
thickness 10mm.

j.3 chapter summary

The SBT was assembled to enable for materials development in the ARCAM
S12 EBM system. The SBT provides a reduction in build tanks volume by
a factor of 6.5. In addition to the reduction in build tank area the assembly
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controls powder spreading with the addition of a reduced internal hopper
volume, a lipped build shelf, and a modified rake. Set-up and operation for
the SBT is identical to the normal S12 set-up procedure discussed in Chapter
2. It is important to consider how the small build volume affects the EBM
process; this will be investigated in the next chapter.
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L 3 -PO INT BENDING

Figure L.2 shows a schematic free body diagram of a standard three point
bend test. The test sample is supported on two points, a distance L0 apart.
A load P is applied between the supports. The test sample thickness is
denoted h and width, b.

Figure L.1: Degrees of freedom of the three-point bend rig [164]

The bending stress σx at any point within the beam can be determined
using the formula in the following equation [186].

σx =
Mzy

Ix
(27)

Where y is the perpendicular distance from the normal axis and Ix is the
second moment of area about the neutral axis x. Ix for a square cross section
is calculated as follows.

Ix =

∫∫
R

y2 dA =

∫ b
2

−b
2

∫ h
2

−h
2

y2 dydx =
∫ b
2

−b
2

1

3

h3

4
dx =

bh3

12
(28)
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Figure L.2: Schematic free body diagram of a three-point bend test

Mz is the bending moment about the z axis, it can be shown that

Mz =
1

2
Px for 0 6 x 6

L0
2

(29)

Substituting into Equation 27 the stress in the test sample can expressed
as a function of the x and y positions.

σ(x, y) =
6Pxy

bh3
(30)

The maximum stress occurs on the bottom face of the sample in the centre
such that:

σmax =
3PL0
2bh2

(31)

The displacement of the specimen δ at the point of load is given by Equa-
tion 32[186].

δ =
PL3

48EI
(32)

Applying Hooke’s Law and substituting it can be shown therefore that
the maximum strain εmax is:

εmax =
6δh

L2
(33)

l.0.1 Weibull Analysis

The Weibull distribution is a probability density function (PDF) named after
Waloddi Weibull who described the function in detail in 1939 and 1951[187]
[188]. The two parameter Weibull distribution has been shown to accurately
represent the distribution of failures for brittle materials typically ceramics
[189][190][191], it has also recently been shown that failure in tungsten sam-
ples follow this distribution [179]. The two parameter Weibull function f is
given by:

f(t) =
β

η

(
t

η

)β−1
e
−
(
t
η

)β
(34)
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Where η and β are known as the scale and shape parameters respectively.
β is also often referred to as the Weibull modulus. The cumulative density
function (CDF) F of this distribution is given by:

F(t) = 1− e
−
(
t
η

)β
(35)

The function F(t) describes the proportion of samples which would be
expected to fail up to a given value of the condition t which in the case
of static mechanical tests is the maximum stress (εmax). The reliability
function R(t) which describes the chance of the surviving at or beyond at a
given εmax can be expressed as:

R(t) = e
−
(
t
η

)β
(36)

The failure rate function λ describes the frequency at which a material
fails at a given value of t is given by:

λ(t) =
f(t)

R(t)
=
β

η

(
t

η

)β−1
(37)

The effect of the shape and scale parameters

Figure L.3 plots the probability density function for a range of values of
the shape parameter β. As shown β can have a significant effect on the
behaviour of the distribution and at β = 1 the function reduces to an ex-
ponential distribution of the form f(t) = 1

ηe
t
η . Figures L.4 and L.5 plot the

reliability and failure rate respectively for the same values of β. Figure L.5
shows that for values β < 1 the failure rate decreases as a function of t,
where β = 1 the failure rate remains constant and for β > 1 the rate in-
creases. The failure of brittle materials can be described by distributions of
the form β <.

The parameter η can be said to describe the width of the distribution,
Figure L.6 plots the PDF for a range of values of η where β = 3. As η
increases the distribution is stretched and flattened, such that the area under
the curve is maintained. An ideal material would have a low value of η and
high values of β as this would describe a narrow distribution with a low
probability of failing at small loads.

Data Analysis and Parameter estimation

Experimental failure data can be used to estimate the two parameters which
define the distribution of results. Determination of the Weibull parameters
can be summarised in the following steps:

• Linearise the cumulative density function (reliability) function.

• Estimate the cumulative failure for each data point.

• Plot the data in a linear form.

• Perform linear regression to find the linear equation of the line in order
to asses if the results follow the distribution.

• Determine β and η using the maximum likelihood estimate.
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Figure L.3: The effect of β on the Weibull probability density function for η = 100

Figure L.4: The effect of β on the Weibull reliability function for η = 100

The cumulative density function (Equation L.5) can be linearised into the
form y = mx+ c as follows:

F(t) = 1− e
−
(
t
η

)β

ln(1− F(t)) = ln

(
e
−
(
t
η

)β)
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Figure L.5: The effect of β on the Weibull failure rate function for η = 100

Figure L.6: The effect of η on the Weibull probability density function for β = 3

ln(1− F(t)) = −
(
t
η

)β
ln(1− F(t)) = −

(
t
η

)β
ln(−ln(1− F(t))) = β

(
ln
(
t
η

))
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ln
(
ln
(

1
1−F(t)

))
= βln(t) −βln(η)

Therefore in the form y = mx+ c we can set:

y = ln

(
ln

(
1

1− F(t)

))
(38)

x = ln(t) (39)

m = β (40)

With intercept:

c = −βln(η) (41)

In order to plot experimental data we need to estimate the CDF for test
point. There are a number of statistical techniques which can be used to
make this estimate but most commonly ranking methods are used[192]. To
carry out all ranking methods test results are first ordered by the load at
which they failed from lowest to highest. For the i-th failure at a load ti we
then need to estimate the CDF. It would seem intuitive to calculate i/n how-
ever, in practice this is usually an overestimate, and as a result corrections
are often used such as (i− 0.5)/n. Here we will use what is known as an
approximate median rank or Bernard’s Approximation outlined in Equation
42[191].

F(t) ≈ i− 0.3
n+ 0.4

(42)

Once F(t) has been estimated for each data point we can calculate our x
and y data points using Equations 39 and 38 respectively. Liner regression
can be used to find the best fit for the data, the fit can then be used along
with Equations 38-41 in order to estimate the Weibull parameters defining
the expected distribution of the failure response.

Once it has been determined that a valid Weibull distribution can be fitted
to the data using linear methods the maximum likelihood method can be
used to give a more accurate estimate for the Weibull parameters. The char-
acteristic strength sigma0 can be defined as the point at which σmax = η

or F(t) = 0.632. The stress σmax at failure for the i-th sample is denoted
σfi. The likelihood function for a single critical flaw distribution is given by
[164]:

L =

N∏
i=1

(
β

σ0

)(
σfi
σ0

)β−1
exp

[
−

(
σfi
σ0

)]
(43)

Taking logs and differentiation with respect to β and σ0 and setting tro
zero we find:

∑N
i=1 σ

β
fjlnσfj∑N

i=1 σ
β
fj

−
1

N

N∑
i=1

lnσfj −
1

β
= 0 (44)
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and

σ0 =

[(
N∑
i=1

σ
β
fj

)
1

N

] 1
β

(45)

Equation 44 can be solved numerically to find the estimate for β aolving
Equation 45 the estimate of characteristic strength σ0 can be found.
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